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Abstract

For adoption of Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR) across a breadth of industries,

they must navigate around humans in a way which is safe and which humans per-

ceive as safe, but without greatly compromising efficiency. This work proposes a novel

classifier of the Human-Robot Spatial Interaction (HRSI) situation of an interacting

human and robot, to be applied in Human-Aware Navigation (HAN) to account for

situational context. A classifier comprised of per-situation Hidden Markov Models

is developed, and trained with sequences of states in Qualitative Trajectory Calcu-

lus, representing relative human and robot movements in various HRSI situations.

This mutli-HMM HRSI situation classifier is created as a component of the safety

stack for the EU Horizon 2020 ILIAD Project, and the theoretical foundation and

implementation of this system is described, along with the results of a HRI study

that evaluates the classification performance of this work’s novel classifier. The aim

of this work is to demonstrate accurate continuous real-time classification of a set

of socially legible HRSI situations that occur when a proximate human and heavy

industrial robot are moving through a shared space. High classification performance

is demonstrated, with future work currently being conducted by ILIAD colleagues to

test a complete HAN system that employs this real-time situation classification to

apply situational qualitative motion constraints, as well as testing the ILIAD safety

stack as a whole.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Increasing demands on intralogistics pose continually greater challenges. Consumers

increasingly rely on e-commerce and demand fast, next-day and even same-day de-

livery. This reliance has been catalysed by stay-at-home restrictions and guidelines

employed by nations across the world to reduce the spread of COVID-19 (Rosen-

bloom and Markard, 2020), with many businesses in the food sector finding them-

selves unprepared for the swell in demand and failing to make deliveries on time or

at all (Nicola et al., 2020). These are issues that the world is likely to face again, as

pandemics appear to be occurring at an increasing frequency (Madhav et al., 2017,

p. 316).

Another concern is the shortage of labourers available in logistics due in part to

stricter controls on immigration. EU8 and EU2 nationals are disproportionately rep-

resented in low and low to middle skilled jobs in UK logistics (Logistics UK, 2019,

p. 6), while tighter immigration policies prioritise high-skilled jobs. The United King-

dom (UK)’s recent transition from the European Union (EU)’s freedom of movement

system to a points-based immigration system requires that migrants must have a job

offer with a minimum yearly salary of £20,480 (Great Britain and Home Office,

2020b). Exceptions may be made for jobs which are listed as shortage occupa-

tions. The average UK warehouse worker has a yearly salary of just £18,573 (Glass-

door, 2020), and their work is not listed as a shortage occupation (Great Britain

and Home Office, 2020a). The UK is one example, but anti-immigration senti-

ments have recently impacted immigration policy decisions in several countries across

Europe (McAuliffe et al., 2020, p. 94).
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Warehouse automation may offer solutions to these issues, promising speed, effi-

ciency, and robustness to labour shortages and market fluctuations, but its high setup

cost is often seen as a barrier to its adoption, especially for Small and Medium-sized

Enterprises (SMEs). Viastore Systems, 2016, states that any level of automation bey-

ond Warehouse Management System (WMS) software, Labour Management System

(LMS) software, and directed manual picking requires installation of large mechan-

ised systems and costs between 1 and 25+ million United States Dollars (USD), the

costs scaling up with the level of automation. It goes on to state that full auto-

mation may require human-free greenfield installations. Greenfield development is

often environmentally destructive (Wilding and Raemaekers, 2000), and replacing

warehouse operatives with robots while keeping them employed requires re-skilling

to enable them to fill new roles. This incurs financial and time costs, which may be

compounded by a too-rapid transition to full automation (Illanes et al., 2018).

The work detailed in this thesis is a part of the EU Horizon 2020 funded Intra-

Logistics with Integrated Automatic Deployment (ILIAD) project (ILIAD Project,

2020). ILIAD aims to enable the transition to warehouse automation by developing

the necessary technologies for scalable fleets of co-ordinated Autonomous Guided

Vehicles (AGVs) safely and effectively sharing the warehouse environment with hu-

mans. One goal of ILIAD is that these AGVs should not require the installation

of additional infrastructure to support their use in the warehouse. The technolo-

gies developed in the ILIAD project may enable more gradual and democratised

warehouse automation, removing the barrier of expensive installations of supporting

infrastructure, and improving the efficiency of operations with collaborative robots

that maintain and support humans working as warehouse operatives.

In industrial applications with environments shared between humans and robots,

AGVs must move safely around humans and in a way which humans perceive to be

safe, while not greatly reducing the efficiency of their movement. Physical human

safety in robot navigation can be all but assured by simply stopping robot motion

when anything is detected closer than a minimum safe distance to a robot’s safety

laser(s). This is highly inefficient and often encroaches on personal space (Hall et
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al., 1968), and so is perceived as unsafe (Fernandez-Carmona, Parekh and Hanheide,

2019).

The work discussed in this thesis contributes to a layer to the safety stack of the hu-

man collaborative warehouse robots of the EU ILIAD Project (Fernandez-Carmona,

Roberts-Elliott et al., 2020, p. 4-5), with this safety stack aiming to increase the

perceived safety and social legibility of robot movement while preserving a critically

physically safe system. The safety stack is implemented at four levels. At the highest

level, global planning, robots take human flows into account to generate paths that

don’t interfere with human motion patterns (Vintr et al., 2019). The second level af-

fects robot maximum speeds. If a robot detects a human in its vicinity, it will adapt

its speed to the Human-Robot Spatial Interaction (HRSI) at hand. However, if the

global path seems unfeasible given the current HRSI, a new path will be triggered to

account for the new interaction. Finally, a safety stop will be triggered if a human

gets within 0.5m of the robot’s laser. The ILIAD safety stack is described in greater

detail in (Fernandez-Carmona, Roberts-Elliott et al., 2020).

This work, involved in the second level of the ILIAD safety stack, addresses HRSI

awareness with per-situation probabilistic models of qualitative abstractions of hu-

man and robot movement. The probabilistic models use Qualitative Trajectory Cal-

culus version C (QTCC) (Van de Weghe, Kuijpers et al., 2005) to encode the relative

movements of two objects in space from one point in time to a subsequent point in

time. This lets us abstract pairs of trajectories in HRSI as sequences of qualitative

states, where each state describes the relations of the movements of both human and

robot.

At the centre of this work is the creation of a multi-HMM classifier of the HRSI

situation of sequences of qualitative descriptions of human and robot movement, ex-

tending Dondrup, Bellotto and Hanheide, 2014 with multi-HMM classification and

modelling of additional situations. The classifier is very fast to train, and fast and

accurate enough at classification to be used in real-time in a safety critical situational

Human-Aware Navigation (HAN) approach. The use of QTC, described in detail in

Section 3.1, abstracts pairs of trajectories, decreasing the impact of sensor and track-
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ing error, and simplifying the problems of spatial reasoning and modelling HRSI. The

classifier is trained and tested using data recorded from HRSIs with an automated

Linde CiTiTruck pallet truck, making it more suitable for industrial applications

than approaches which model robot movement after human-human interaction.

This work aims to demonstrate accurate continuous real-time classification of QTC

sequences generated from the trajectories of a proximate human and heavy industrial

robot moving through a shared space, identifying sequences as belonging to one of a

set of socially legible HRSI situations. The alternate hypothesis of this work is that

a novel multi-HMM classifier developed in this work can achieve a macro average F1

score ≥ 0.9 in classification of the HRSI situation of qualitative representations of

trajectory pairs from a proximate human and heavy industrial robot moving through

a shared space. The null hypothesis is that for this same classification task, the novel

multi-HMM classifier will have a macro average F1 score < 0.9. To meet this aim, and

test these hypotheses, the answers to a number of research questions are investigated:

• Can qualitative representations of human-robot trajectory pairs be used as

data to train and test an accurate classifier of HRSI situation?

• Can a set of qualitative probabilistic models be created for a set of common

HRSI situations and combined to form an accurate classifier of HRSI situation?

• Can HRSI situation classification be performed continuously during HRSI?

• Can continuous real-time HRSI situation classification be performed accurately

at all stages of the interaction?

The following chapter, ‘Related Work’, provides an overview of related literature in

the areas of HAN and Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR). In Chapter 3: ‘Theor-

etical Background’, theoretical answers are proposed to the aforementioned research

questions. Chapter 4: ‘Implementation’, describes how the systems proposed in

Chapter 3 are implemented, including description and justification of the tools used,

and explanation of source code. Following this, Chapter 5: ‘Experimental design’,

details the laboratory conditions and experimental design used to demonstrate and

evaluate the applicability of the proposed systems. Chapter 6: ‘Results and Ana-
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lysis’, presents the results of the experiments described in Chapter 5 and explains

what these suggest about the answers to the research questions and the effectiveness

of the implemented systems. Finally, in Chapter 7: ‘Conclusions and Future Work’,

a reflective summary is given of this work, its contributions, and its successes and

shortcomings, ending on a look forward to its potential applications and how it may

be improved and expanded upon in future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Classical Robot Navigation

Traditional approaches to robot navigation do not consider humans and their so-

cial conventions. Early examples such as Stanford University’s “Shakey” (Nilsson,

1984), ROBNAV (Cahn and Phillips, 1975), and line-following systems, e.g. Ishi-

kawa, Kuwamoto and Ozawa, 1988, used range sensing, computer vision, or a com-

bination of the two to continually re-assess their surroundings as they moved. These

dynamic approaches could operate in changing environments, but each had their

own limitations that required the inclusion or exclusion of particular features in

these environments in order to function, e.g. Shakey’s need of non-specular surfaces

and high contrast obstacles. Static approaches later emerged such as Monte Carlo

Localisation (Dellaert et al., 1999) which were far more robust and efficient and func-

tioned with comparatively few affordances in the robot’s environment. However, the

greatest limitation of these static approaches, and one that makes them particularly

unsuitable for HAN, is their reliance on the assumption that the robot’s surroundings

are unchanging.

More recent dynamic approaches have largely overcome the strict limitations of their

precursors, with one of the most commonly used examples being the Robot Operating

System (ROS)’s navigation stack, an open-source implementation of the approach

described in ‘The Office Marathon’ (Marder-Eppstein et al., 2010). This dynamic

navigation system combines data from two scanning lasers at different heights to

create a voxel representation of the environment, which is then projected onto a 2D
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metric grid map. It plans movement paths using a global planner which performs A*

path finding using the grid map, and a faster and more reactive local planner which

uses the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) (Fox, Burgard and Thrun, 1997) to

account for the velocity of the robot while navigating around proximate obstacles.

This approach successfully navigated more than 26 miles in a real office, sharing

the space with multiple people. This impressive achievement indicates the potential

for humans and robots to work in shared environments, but it still does not expli-

citly model humans distinctly from other obstacles, and so does not respect social

conventions such as personal space, turn taking, and implicit mutual communica-

tion of movement intention. Such social legibility is crucial for human comfort and

perceived safety when sharing space with a mobile robot. This is key for adoption

of collaborative robots in industry, especially with larger, heavier industrial robots

which can be more easily perceived as dangerous.

2.2 Proxemics-based Human-Aware Navigation

When robot navigation began to model the human social conventions of spatial in-

teraction, the focus was initially on modelling a space around humans that should

not be encroached upon by a robot, inspired by Edward T. Hall’s concept of inter-

personal distances. In The Hidden Dimension (1966), a foundational text in the field

of proxemics, Hall describes interpersonal distances as a series of concentric circles

around a human, each representing one of 4 discrete zones. As distance to the hu-

man decreases, the familiarity of the people that are accepted in that zone increases.

Exceptions are often made in environments such as crowds or tight spaces, where

decreased distances are necessitated and are therefore more accepted. This explicit

modelling of socially acceptable distance from humans can be seen as early as 2002,

with ‘A Social Robot that Stands in Line’ (Nakauchi and Simmons, 2002) demon-

strating queuing behaviour in a line of humans, with personal space modelled as an

oval positioned such that more space is required in front of a person than behind

them. Here the robot is programmed to not enter the personal space of humans and

to move to prevent humans from entering its own personal space, which is modelled
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the same as for the humans. The robot is shown to maintain its queuing behaviour

with an impressively low degree of error considering that this approach was quite

novel at the time. However the authors acknowledged that this early model can not

be applied to other spatial interaction situations without manual adjustment of the

oval’s dimensions and the robot’s logic for each.

A more flexible approach to modelling interpersonal distances is the use of 2D Gaus-

sian functions to apply cost values to navigation proximate to humans, with the cost

decreasing continuously with distance from the human (Kirby, 2010, p. 48). When

compared to the use of ovals of forbidden space in preceding work, these Gaussian

social costs are more suited to varied situations and environments such as tight or

crowded environments. This is due to them allowing robots to navigate closer when

there is no alternative path available, and their ability to be dynamically reshaped

according to additional variables such as a human’s speed and orientation. Following

this development, much research has investigated the effectiveness of different ap-

plications of these Gaussians. In ‘Time dependent planning on a layered social cost

map for human-aware robot navigation’ (Kollmitz et al., 2015), additional Gaussians

are introduced at future time-steps in predicted human trajectories, with costs de-

creasing as time increases. Cosgun, Sisbot and Christensen, 2016, present a similar

predictive approach that models the ‘social forces’ applied to humans and the robot,

accounting for reactions to robot movement in the prediction of human trajectories.

2.3 Qualitative Spatial Reasoning

2.3.1 Early Use of Qualitative Spatial Reasoning for Robot

Navigation

While developments were made in HAN, another avenue for representing human

conventions in spatial interaction was being explored with increasing promise. That

avenue is QSR, and its applications in HAN of mobile robots. The use of QSR for

robot navigation can be seen as early as 1990, in Levitt and Lawton’s ‘Qualitative

navigation for mobile robots’. The authors demonstrate the robust application of
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their own qualitative description of an outdoor mobile robot’s movement in relation

to visual landmarks for navigation to a goal landmark. This early work shows the

potential for qualitative representations of robot movement relative to visual envir-

onmental features in robot navigation. It would be a long time before this potential

began to be recognised in application to HAN. Sogo, Ishiguro and Ishida, 2001, work

similar to that of Levitt and Lawton, 1990, showed little progress more than 10

years later. It extends Levitt and Lawton’s Qualitative Spatial Model to estimate

the qualitative positions of an array of external cameras relative to each other and

to a camera mounted on a mobile robot. While it is demonstrated to have some

success in simulation, real-world experimentation found that distance, occlusions,

and straight lines between cameras resulted in the positional relations between them

not being acquired.

2.3.2 Early Use of QSR for HAN

Eventually QSR would be applied to HAN, with Qualitative Trajectory Calculus

(QTC) (Van de Weghe, Kuijpers et al., 2005) being the most popular QSR calculus

in HAN at the time of writing, appearing with increasing frequency in this area’s

literature. QTC encodes qualitative relations in the relative movements of two ob-

jects using a tuple of symbols. There are multiple versions of QTC, and depending

on the version used and the position of a symbol within a QTC tuple, each symbol

qualitatively represents the change in a particular variable of movement between the

current moment in time and a previous moment. These symbols are ‘-’, ‘0’, and ‘+’,

representing decreasing, not changing, or increasing, respectively. QTC based HAN

can be seen as early as 2012, in Bellotto’s ‘Robot control based on qualitative rep-

resentation of human trajectories’. Here Bellotto uses QTCB2 which uses a 3-tuple

of symbols to qualitatively describe the relative movement of two objects along a

connecting line as well as the speed of one object with respect to the other. The dif-

ferent possible QTCB2 states are implemented as logic predicates for the F-Limette

inference engine (Schäfer and Brzoska, 1996), based on Fuzzy Metric-Temporal Horn

Logic (FMTHL), with each state assigned a particular robot behaviour in a Situation
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Graph Tree (SGT), e.g. if the human is moving towards the robot and the robot is

moving towards the human, stop the robot.

Anecdotal results from a simulation testing the system see the expected behaviours

executed by the robot in reaction to simulated humans. There is, however, the is-

sue that the robot will stop moving toward the human while the human is moving

towards the robot, even when this is unnecessary as the human movement is not ori-

ented in the direction of the robot. Bellotto suggests that the 1 dimensional QTCB2

cannot encode the 2D movement information necessary to identify this situation, and

so suggests the use of a 2D QTC in future work. Unfortunately the rule-based ap-

proach he describes requires exponentially more rules to be manually defined as more

qualitative variables are encoded in the QTC, and so a more data-driven approach

is necessitated for this development.

2.3.3 Extension of QSR-based HAN into 2D

Hanheide, Peters and Bellotto, 2012, address the aforementioned issues of the work

of Bellotto, 2012 with a probabilistic qualitative representation of HRSI. They use

QTC version C (QTCC) as it encodes relative movement in 2D, and they represent

pairs of trajectories of interacting human and robot as chronological sequences of

QTCC states. QTCC sequences were created from human and robot trajectories

recorded in a study observing humans unprepared reactions to a robot approaching

as they walk down a corridor. This data was taken from interactions in 2 of a total of

8 different conditions of robot behaviour in the study. Single linkage clustering was

then applied to text string representations of the QTCC sequences. A novel distance

metric was used: QTCC Sequence Edit Distance (QSED), based on Levenshtein

distance (Levenshtein, 1966), and ‘collapsing’ continuously repeated states into one

state, reducing the variance between sequences of differing length. Except from

outliers wherein the robot exhibited unexpected behaviour due to navigation errors,

clusters within each condition had no greater than a QSED of 1 between them,

while a greater QSED can be seen between clusters from different conditions. This

suggests the possibility of data-driven models of QTCC sequences from human-robot

trajectories that can be used to distinguish different HRSI situations. The authors
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go on to create a Markov chain (Markov, 1906) of QTCC states for each of the

study’s two conditions, with the transition probabilities assigned as they occur in

the study data. From this they generated the most probable QTCC sequence in each

condition, and compared them, finding that the tail of both sequences was identical

but for a single state. In condition 1, this state describes the robot driving to the

right to avoid the human, whereas in condition 2, this state instead describes the

human moving to avoid the robot.

Bellotto, Hanheide and Van de Weghe, 2013 for the first time describe HRSI using a

combination of both the 1D QTCB and the 2D QTCC. They note that the increased

dimensionality of QTCC is not required to sufficiently describe an interaction during

intervals of time wherein the only information pertinent to the robot behaviour is the

relative movement of human and robot along an imagined connecting line between

them, as captured by the simpler QTCB. They also highlight a strength of modelling

ideal robot behaviour in HRSI as a sequence of QTC states, demonstrating that a

robot moving in accordance to such a sequence can engage in emergent socially

legible behaviour to account for the movements of a human, without this behaviour

having to be explicitly programmed.

For each of two cases of HRSI, the authors manually construct a flowchart describing

the expected possible sequences of QTCC and QTCB states that will be observed

from the trajectories of the interacting human and robot. These flowcharts serve as

a blueprint to inform the creation of SGTs within the F-Limette inference engine

as in Bellotto, 2012, defining for each case of HRSI the conditions of the human

and robot being in one of each of its QTC states, and the QTC state that they

should transition to next, as well as any robot behaviours to be necessarily executed

to produce this transition. The fuzzy logic of F-Limette enables modelling of the

uncertainty of QTC states generated from noisy sensor data matching the true QTC

state. This is implemented with QTC relations being assigned a ‘degree of validity’,

calculated as the difference between the current speed and orientation and nominal

values, originally defined in Bellotto, 2012.

Real-world testing of their system was performed with a human moving in proximity
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to the robot, with each of the two conditions of this study involving the human

enacting the human behaviour expected in one of the two modelled HRSI cases, while

the robot’s behaviour is dictated by F-Limette traversing the appropriate SGT for

the HRSI case being enacted. The human and robot trajectories were recorded, and

from these QTC sequences were generated, and used to construct a Markov chain for

each HRSI case, with its transition probabilities taken from the sequences recorded in

each condition. Analysis of this Markov chain showed that the QTC sequences from

the human and robot motion generally adhered to the expected sequences modelled

in the SGT. It was noted however that some unexpected QTC states and transitions

did occur. While fuzzy logic can capture uncertainty in the generation of QTC

relations from continuous trajectories, the authors note that accurate calculation of

‘degrees of validity’ depends on reliable tracking of both the human and robot, as

well as reliable motion planning.

For the system to enable socially appropriate robot behaviour in a particular case

of HRSI, expected QTC sequences must be manually defined and from these SGT

graphs must be created in F-Limette. This time consuming and complex manual

process must be completed for each HRSI case that the robot should be capable of

reacting to. This manual definition of expected QTC sequences also assumes that

QTC sequences generated from noisy real-world sensor data will not deviate far from

these theoretical expected QTC sequences. As it stands, it is assumed that the HRSI

case of a proximate moving human and robot is known, and that its associated SGT

is being utilised by the system. For this system to be fully automated, the current

HRSI case, or situation, would need to be detected automatically, to then select its

associated SGT, perhaps using a machine learning classifier. The authors suggest

that future work should address these issues using a probabilistic framework.

Dondrup, Bellotto and Hanheide, 2014, extends Hanheide, Peters and Bellotto, 2012,

modelling each of a set of HRSI situations with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).

The hidden states are used to represent the correct QTCC state, with the emission

probabilities set assuming a 95% probability that the state observed via sensors

matches the true QTCC state. The remaining 5% probability is divided evenly

among the other emission probabilities to model potential error such as inaccuracy
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in human tracking. These per-situation HMMs are assigned transition probabilities

using Baum-Welch training (Baum et al., 1970) from QTCC states observed in a

HRSI study. The study enacted two situations by assigning specific start and end

locations for the human and robot. In one condition the human overtakes the robot,

passing on its left side. In the other condition, the human moves head-on toward

the robot, then passes by on its right side. Classification of the HRSI situation of a

given QTCC sequence is performed by selecting the situation for which there is the

highest log-likelihood that its HMM will generate the sequence. The effectiveness of

this classifier is demonstrated using K-fold Cross-Validation (CV), with classification

rates of up to 98.04% for head-on situation, and up to 95.27% for overtaking.

At the ‘AAAI 2014 Spring Symposium on Qualitative Representations for Robots‘,

where Dondrup, Bellotto and Hanheide, 2014, presented their work, another paper,

from Dylla, Kreutzmann and Wolter, 2014, was presented on qualitative represent-

ation of HRSI. Instead of the popular use of QTC in this area, they suggest the

combined use of two QSR calculi. These calculi are Region Connection Calculus 8

(RCC-8) (Cohn et al., 1997), and Oriented Point Relation Algebra (OPRAm) (Mos-

sakowski and Moratz, 2012). RCC-8 describes how two regions of 2D space intersect

using a pair of qualitative symbols from a set of 8 symbols. In this work, the two

regions are the personal space of the human and a personal space given to the robot.

OPRAm describes the relative orientations of two objects in 2D space, using equally

sized sectors of circles centered on the human and robot positions, with m granular-

ity, to quantise relative orientation. The authors use these QSRs to extend Linear

Temporal Logic (LTL) (Pnueli, 1977), incorporating spatial relations as logical oper-

ators. They use this extended LTL to model social conventions in human navigation,

and state that it can be used to constrain any trajectory planner by rejecting paths

that their model sees as violating social conventions.

2.3.4 Qualitative Human-Aware Robot Motion Planning

The work of Dylla, Kreutzmann and Wolter, 2014 is perhaps the first to present the

application of QSR to robot motion trajectory planning for HAN, and unlike earlier

QTC based work, it explicitly models personal space, and the use of LTL allows it
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to model the temporal aspect of HRSI. However, their rule-based approach requires

manual definition of the number and type of objects, including robots, people, and

static obstacles, and so does not easily scale to complex environments. Details of

the implementation of their system are sparse, and they only provide a case study

of it functioning in just one instance of one situation, with no quantitative results to

allow direct comparison with other HAN approaches.

The challenge of representing personal space in QTC is addressed with QTCBC (Chris-

tian Dondrup et al., 2015), a version of QTC which can model personal space by

transitioning from QTCB to QTCC representation when the robot is within a set

distance from a human. QTCBC is used by Dondrup and Hanheide, 2016, in a HAN

system that applies velocity constraints to the DWA motion planner using a ve-

locity costmap. These constraints are calculated based on qualitative descriptors

of the appropriate robot movement given the current QTCBC state. The mapping

of QTCBC states to qualitative descriptors of appropriate robot motion is acquired

using Learning from Demonstration (LfD).

QTCBC states, including the subset of the QTCBC state that describes only the

robot motion, are generated from human and robot trajectories. These are observed

from HRSI, with a human remotely controlling the robot to demonstrate socially

appropriate HRSI. The authors neglect to mention the specific learning algorithm

that they used. They demonstrate and subsequently test two HRSI situations. In

the first, a human and robot approach each other head-on, then the robot moves

to its right to avoid the human. In the second, the robot and human’s intended

trajectories intersect, approximately perpendicular, with the human approaching

from the robot’s right as the robot moves forward, then the robot stops to allow the

human to pass without the human altering their trajectory. These are referred to

as ‘pass-by’, and ‘path crossing’, respectively. The authors test their HAN planner

in these situations, as well as the following planners for comparison: the original

unconstrained DWA, a local costmap Gaussian Cost model, and a global costmap

Gaussian Cost model. In both situations, enacted in simulation and in a HRSI study,

they demonstrate that their approach is the least likely to result in collisions between

human and robot.
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Kretzschmar et al., 2016, present a HAN system that models navigation features

using a mixture distribution, with inverse reinforcement learning used to predict the

distributions which observed trajectories can be drawn from. Their model allows

inference of qualitative navigation decisions such as moving left or right, through

a crowd or not, as well as quantitative prediction of their most likely trajectory.

The authors use their model to implement a novel HAN motion planner, generating

trajectories for robot motion by predicting what trajectory would be most likely if it

was a human. They compare it to the A* planner using a constant velocity model,

applying costs around and in the motion direction of the human. They demonstrate

their model to be less prone to the ‘freezing robot problem’ (Trautman and Krause,

2010), navigating around multiple humans in a variety of scenarios at an average

speed of 0.5m
s
, and a minimum clearance of 0.34m.

The assumption of a constant human velocity used in the authors’ A* planner for

comparison is not one that is made often in contemporary HAN approaches, and so

definite conclusions cannot be drawn about the performance of the authors’ HAN

planner relative to other HAN approaches. Their HAN system is not planner ag-

nostic, unlike Dylla, Kreutzmann and Wolter, 2014, or Kollmitz et al., 2015. This

makes it unsuitable for navigation of non-holonomic vehicles, such as ILIAD’s pal-

let truck AGV, which require planners that can account for their more constrained

motion. A Turing test is performed, comparing the trajectories predicted by the

authors’ approach with those generated by other contemporary predictive models

of human motion trajectories, evaluating each by their likelihood to be labelled by

human observers as real human trajectories. This test only supports comparison

with human motion models that qualitatively predict human trajectories, and com-

parisons can only be made with additional models by repeating the test with the

inclusion of trajectories from these models.
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2.3.5 QSR Abstraction of Motion Trajectory Pairs for Clas-

sification of Spatial Interactions

‘QSRlib’ (Gatsoulis et al., 2016) is a software library that provides implementations

of a variety of QSR calculi, including QTC versions B and C. These can be utilised

via a Python package, for generating QSR sequences from pre-recorded pairs of

trajectories, or as a ROS package, enabling real-time generation from live sensor data.

Duckworth et al., 2016, demonstrate its applicability for representing human motion

behaviours observed by a mobile robot. They use the library to generate QTCB and

Qualitative Distance Calculus (QDC) states from human trajectories observed by a

mobile robot via an RGB-D camera and a laser range finder. They combine the states

of these QSRs, representing trajectories as Qualitative Spatio-Temporal Activity

Graphs (QSTAG)s. These graphs are further abstracted into a bag-of-words model,

with sub-graphs from QSTAGs comprising the “words”. This bag-of-words is then

used to represent QSTAGs as histograms, encoding the frequency of each “word”,

or sub-graph, within a QSTAG. Finally, k-means clustering of these histograms is

performed for unsupervised learning of distinct human motion behaviours.

Classification is performed by comparing new human trajectories encoded in the

aforementioned histogram representation with the learned clusters. Their classifier

is demonstrated in real-time, performing significantly better than baseline random

selection of classes. This is even seen for partial trajectories, with an F1 score of

0.7 when classifying only the first 20% of a trajectory. Performance is shown to

improve as more of the trajectory is observed, and as more trajectories are provided

to train the model. This work does leave room for improvement, with the system’s

overall F1 score reaching only 0.53 after training on data accumulated over 5 weeks of

human tracking in a deployment-like setting. However, it shows that QSRs generated

via ‘QSRlib’ can be used for real-time classification of human motion behaviour,

with sensors on a mobile robot facilitating the human tracking. This indicates the

possibility of real-time classification of HRSI situation on a mobile robot, potentially

with greater accuracy using a less erroneous classification model such as the multi-

HMM approach of Dondrup, Bellotto and Hanheide, 2014. This classifier could be
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trained on sequences of QSR states generated by ‘QSRlib’ from recorded trajectories,

to classify QSR sequences generated in real-time.

2.4 Contemporary HAN Research and the Open

Problem of HAN for Heavy Industrial Robots

The open problem of safe navigation of robot pallet trucks in environments shared

with moving humans is highlighted in ‘Making the Case for Human-Aware Naviga-

tion in Warehouses’ (Fernandez-Carmona, Parekh and Hanheide, 2019). This work,

like this thesis, is funded as part of the ILIAD project, and as such it also uses the

project’s modified ‘CiTi one’ pallet truck, described in Section 4.1.1, as its testing

platform. The paper explains that while the use of safety lasers, locking the robots

motors while a human is within close proximity, practically guarantees physical hu-

man safety, the same cannot be said for perceived safety. Socially illegible stop-start

movement, and unexpected changes in speed are often seen as threatening, and neg-

atively impact the efficiency of robot motion. A simulation is constructed, with the

simulated robot tasked with navigating from its start position to a goal position,

while a simulated human moves along a predetermined path, enacting a set of HRSI

situations. This simulation is used to test 3 different motion planners of ‘classical’

robot navigation, i.e. lacking particular awareness of humans: DWA (Fox, Burgard

and Thrun, 1997), Timed Elastic Bands (TEB) (Rösmann et al., 2013), and ILIAD’s

lattice-based planner (Andreasson et al., 2015).

While the results of the simulation find that the ILIAD planner frequently outper-

forms the others on metrics of efficiency, this planner only produces the highest

minimum distance from the human in 1 of the 5 situations tested. All of the tested

approaches caused the safety laser to trigger an emergency stop in at least one HRSI

situation. Only the ‘pass-by’ situation resulted in emergency stops when using the

ILIAD planner, but these stops were activated in all 6 attempts the planner made to

navigate the situation. The authors argue that the failure of these planners to nav-

igate common HRSI situations without resorting to emergency stops demonstrates
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a need for HAN in warehouse robots, and they propose a novel HAN approach to

resolve this.

Fernandez-Carmona, Parekh and Hanheide, propose a navigation architecture, illus-

trated in Figure 2.1, that can plan and commit strongly to accurate trajectories in

a global map using the ILIAD planner (Andreasson et al., 2015), and can flexibly

switch to human avoidance behaviour using situational constraints applied to a local

planner. Relative movements of human and robot should be encoded using QTC.

Then, a Markov model should be trained on sequences of QTC states generated

from human and robot trajectories. This Markov model should enable prediction

of HRSI situation, and situational constraints should be applied based on the pre-

dicted situation. They also note that deep learning navigation algorithms, such as

that of Pfeiffer et al., 2018, may be considered as a potential part of this HAN

solution.

Figure 2.1: Classical robot navigation architecture with additional human-aware
modules in yellow (Fernandez-Carmona, Parekh and Hanheide, 2019).

There has been much recent and often accurate work utilising deep learning to model

human movement and HRSI. Examples include Kretzschmar et al., 2016, Pfeiffer et

al., 2018, and Pokle et al., 2019. Unfortunately these neural network solutions are of-

ten black-boxes, the learned logic behind their predictions inexplicable. This presents

a challenge for their application in industry, where regulations often mandate veri-

fiable decisions (Carvalho, Pereira and Cardoso, 2019). The abstraction of HRSI
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into sequences of qualitative states lends itself to modelling using comparatively

more interpretable Markov models. Multi-HMM modelling of HRSI, demonstrated

by Dondrup and Hanheide, 2016, essentially records the prior and transition prob-

abilities present in QTC sequences in a HMM for each of a set of HRSI situations.

These situation specific probabilities may easily be manually adjusted, and can be

graphed for visualisation, e.g. Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: QTCC states for pass-by situations (Christian Dondrup et al., 2015).

The most probable next state, or an entire sequence of states can be generated,

whereas generative and predictive functionalities are often mutually exclusive in
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neural network solutions. The entire process of modelling and prediction can be

explained through mathematical notation, prose, or both, as shown in Section 3.3

of this thesis: ‘Creating a Multi-HMM HRSI Situation Classifier’. A multi-HMM

classifier can accept sequences of varying length as input for training or prediction.

In comparison, neural networks often require fixed length input, relying on fixed

length representations for variable length sequences, with some information often

lost in this abstraction.

It is important to note that much of recent HAN research uses LfD to replicate human

navigation behaviour in robot navigation. While this can suit social robotics applic-

ations, with relatively small mobile robots moving in crowded human environments,

larger and heavier industrial mobile robots are perceived as more threatening, and so

require greater distances from humans for perceived safety. To account for the dif-

ferences in interacting with these industrial mobile robots like the ILIAD AGV, LfD

should model socially legible HRSI, rather than human-human spatial interaction.

Due to the non-holonomic movement constraints of such robots, and much continu-

ing research activity in effective motion planners that account for these constraints,

an appropriate HAN approach should be compatible with a variety of planners. Due

to the slow speeds required for safe movement, approaches should facilitate early

avoidance behaviour via global path planning.

Work involving human avoidance in industrial robots has largely focused on safe

movement of robot arms attached to a static base (Mayyas, Vadlamudi and Syed,

2020). HAN for mobile industrial robots appears to be a very much under-researched

area, with only recent and few examples in the literature. Examples such as Li and

Savkin, 2018, and Indri, Sibona and David Cen Cheng, 2019, consider the unique

challenges of HAN in shared industrial environments, yet demonstrate their ap-

plicability using small and lightweight mobile robot platforms, e.g. the Pioneer 3-

DX (Adept MobileRobots, 2011) used in both mentioned examples. Li and Savkin’s

system, does not distinguish between humans and robots in its avoidance behaviour,

responding to all moving objects in the same manner. As mentioned earlier in this

chapter, such an approach does not account for human social conventions in spatial

interaction, crucial for socially legible movement.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Background

3.1 Representing Human-Robot Trajectory Pairs

with QTCC

This work’s probabilistic QTC model uses sequences of QTCC states to develop

a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for each of a set of HRSI situations, defined as

classes in Section 3.2, and extending the previous work of Christian Dondrup et

al., 2015. Pairs of human and robot trajectories are encoded using QTC version

C (QTCC) (Van de Weghe, Kuijpers et al., 2005). In QTCC, movements of two

agents in space are represented by a 4-tuple of state descriptors (h1, r1, h2, r2). Each

descriptor expresses a qualitative spatial relation using a symbol ∈ {−, 0, +}. With

this 4-tuple of descriptors comprised of 3 symbols, there a total of 34 = 81 possible

QTCC states.

The relations of the descriptor symbols are defined as follows:

h1) movement of h w.r.t. r at time t:

- : h is moving towards r

0 : h is neither moving towards nor away from r

+ : h is moving away from r

r1) movement of r w.r.t h at time t:

The same as h1), but with h and r swapped
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h2) movement of h w.r.t the line −→hr at time t:

- : h is moving to the left side of −→hr

0 : h is moving along −→hr or not moving at all

+ : h is moving to the right side of −→hr

r2) movement of r w.r.t the line −→rh at time t:

The same as h2), but with h and r swapped

where t is the earlier of the two points in time, r is the robot’s position, and h is the

human’s position.

For example, Figure 3.1 shows an interaction: the human is moving towards the

robot (h1 = −) and robot is approaching too (r1 = −). The human is directly

headed to the robot (h2 = 0) but robot is to its left side (r2 = −).

Figure 3.1: QTCC state (−,−, 0,−): human is moving directly towards the robot,
while the robot is moving toward and on its left side.

3.2 Identifying Common Spatial Interaction Situ-

ations

The approach presented in this thesis involves building a classification model to

distinguish a set of HRSI situations common in shared warehouse environments.

Before this can be achieved, the set of situations to model must be identified.

Firstly an analysis of common human-human spatial interactions was performed us-

ing the single day sample from the ATC pedestrian tracking dataset (Brščić et al.,

2013). It offers high resolution human trajectories tracked in a ∼ 900m2 area of a
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shopping centre over 92 days. This wealth of human-human interactions provides

real-world examples of socially legible interactions, which may be used to evaluate

HRSI situation classification, and to train HMMs such that the model may learn

legible QTC state transitions. In this analysis, pairs of human trajectories are con-

sidered to be “interacting” when their relative distance is < 4m. This distance is

roughly the upper bound of “social distance” according to Hall’s proxemics (Hall

et al., 1968), considered the limit for social interaction. In order to model 1-on-1

interactions, pairs of trajectories are extracted that only interact with each-other,

and are re-sampled to the same frequency (2 Hz) and time frame.

Expert manual annotation of plots of 100 randomly sampled trajectory pairs found a

set of recurring HRSI situations, wherein one or both humans must make situation-

specific changes to their movement to avoid their trajectories colliding: pass-by,

overtaking, and path-crossing. Each of these situations had variants where one or

both humans move on either the left or the right side of the other. Pass-by sees

both humans approaching the other on a course to collide head-on, until one or both

angles their movement slightly to their left or right to avoid collision. In overtaking,

one human moves directly toward the other moving human from behind, and angles

their movement slightly to their left or right to avoid collision. In path-crossing,

trajectories intersect, approximately perpendicular, and one human slows or stops

to allow the other to maintain their trajectory. These pass-by, path-crossing, and

overtaking situations can also be seen in many research works on HRSI, including

literature discussed in the previous chapter.

To investigate the existence of situations in this data which might be missed by expert

annotation, trajectory pairs were clustered, and plots of these clustered pairs were

manually observed in an attempt to infer otherwise unrecognised situations. Clus-

tering of trajectory pairs was performed using string representations of ‘collapsed’

QTCC sequences, generated by ‘QSRlib’ (Gatsoulis et al., 2016). A detailed descrip-

tion of ‘QSRlib’ can be found in Section 4.1.3. The Density-Based Spatial Clustering

of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) clustering algorithm was used, as an exten-

sion of the single linkage clustering used in Hanheide, Peters and Bellotto, 2012.

The QSED proposed in that paper was initially used as the distance metric, but it
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was found to be too sensitive to the variable sequence length in this data, producing

clusters which could not be distinguished through comparison by expert observation

of plotted trajectory pairs. Used instead was ‘resemblance’, defined in ‘Syntactic

Clustering of the Web’ (Broder et al., 1997, p. 1158), originally a normalised value

that represents increasing similarity as it approaches 1, and adapted in this case to

represent increasing dissimilarity as values approach 1. This text dissimilarity metric

is obtained by subtracting the ‘resemblance’ value from 1.

This DBSCAN clustering, was performed for 7 epochs, with a minimum of 4 samples

per cluster. While many clusters did not appear to represent distinct situations, in

some others, every interaction had a common situation that could be clearly ob-

served when the trajectory pairs were plotted. For instance, cluster 2 was comprised

entirely of interactions that fit the pass-by situation, with each person moving on

the right side of the other. Cluster 4 sees the same but on the left side. Cluster 12

has one person overtake the other on their right side. Other path-crossing and other

overtaking interactions can be seen in other clusters, but are not distinguished by

the clustering. There also clusters largely composed of distinct situations that are

ignored in this work because they don’t require situation-specific avoidance beha-

viour. Example trajectory pair plots can be seen in Figure 3.2. DBSCAN features

automatic rejection of points that are too distant from any other to belong to a

cluster. This rejection of indistinct interactions as noise inspires the rejection of un-

modelled situations by the classifier developed in the research of this thesis, described

in Section 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Trajectory pairs and their corresponding QTCC sequence and cluster.
The cluster label ‘-1’ is assigned to samples rejected as noise. The increasing lightness
of trajectory points denotes the progression of time. The axes are x and y co-
ordinates measured in millimetres.

This work extends the set of situations for warehouse HRSI identified by Fernandez-

Carmona, Parekh and Hanheide, 2019, with additional situations found in HRSI

literature, and in the manual annotation and cluster analysis of situations present

in the ATC dataset. It adds left and right side variations of the overtake and pass-

by situations. It also focuses on the robot overtaking the human, as opposed to

vice versa. This is because the robot can avoid colliding with an overtaking human
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without the need for situation specific robot behaviour, e.g. by simply applying a

cost Gaussian centered on the human.

In this work, the following situations (see Figure 3.3) are modelled with per-situation

HMMs for the multi-HMM classifier:

• Passing By on the Left (PBL): Both actors pass each-other on the left side

from their perspective, moving in opposite directions.

• Passing By on the Right (PBR): Both actors pass each-other on the right side

from their perspective, moving in opposite directions.

• Robot Overtakes Left (ROL): The robot passes on the left of the human while

both move in the same direction.

• Robot Overtakes Right (ROR): The robot passes on the right of the human

while both move in the same direction.

• Path-Crossing on the Left (PCL): The robot has to slow or stop movement to

allow the human to move across the robot’s intended path from the robot’s left

side.

• Path-Crossing on the Right (PCR): The robot has to slow or stop movement

to allow the human to move across the robot’s intended path from the robot’s

right side.

• Rejection: Any situation in which a human is detected, but a HRSI situ-

ation specific constraint of the robot movement would not be required for

socially legible HRSI. E.g., RMSH (Robot Moves, Stationary Human): The

robot moves toward the stationary human, and stops when close. Trajectory

pairs are recorded from examples of RMSH situations to test the multi-HMM

classifier’s ability to reject such situations.
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Passing By on the Right(PBR)Passing By on the Left (PBL)

Robot Overtakes Right (ROR)Robot Overtakes Left (ROL)

Path-crossing on the left (PCL) Path-crossing on the right (PCR)

Figure 3.3: HRSI Classes

3.3 Creating a Multi-HMM HRSI Situation Clas-

sifier

Amulti-HMM classifier is chosen as the model to detect HRSI situation, with a HMM

per situation. It can classify sequences of varying length without the need to encode

them as fixed-length, avoiding potential information loss. Its graphical modelling of

prior and transition probabilities of states allows for an intuitive, interpretable, and

easy to visualise representation of QTC state priors and transitions. The hidden

states are used to represent true QTCC states, with emission probabilities modelling

for the possibility of incorrect states being detected due to sensor or tracking errors.

This research extends the multi-HMM classification described by White, 2009, p. 61,

and used with QTCC for binary classification of HRSI situation by Dondrup, Bellotto

and Hanheide, 2014. Additional situations are modelled, and unmodelled situations

are rejected using a technique based on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Joyce,

2011).
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This work considers 6 HRSI situation classes C = (‘PBL’, ‘PBR’, ‘ROL’, ‘ROR’,

‘PCL’, ‘PCR’), excluding rejection, thus these are modelled with 6 different HMMs.

Each HMM is comprised by |Q| × |Q| transition matrices listed in Ai, a |Q| × |Q|

observation matrix B, and the 1×|Q| initial state vectors listed in Ii. These account

for all possible transitions in QTCC states Q = ((−− −−) . . . (+ + + +)), as in Van

de Weghe, Kuijpers et al., 2005, on each class.

The system is composed of the collection of transition matrices A = (A1 . . . A|C|),

and initial state vectors I = (I1 . . . I|C|), indexed by class number. Each element of

the list of per-class HMM H = (H1 . . . H|C|) is a tuple composed by (Ac, B, Ic) with

c indexing the class’s name in C, fully describing the multi-HMM model.

All of the classifier’s HMM share B as their observation matrix. B is used to account

for the possibility of generating incorrect QTCC states due to sensor and tracking

error, assuming a probability t = 0.95 that the true (hidden) QTCC state matches

the emitted QTCC state generated from tracked human and robot positions. So,

matrix B is initialised almost as an identity matrix with some noise, with diagonal

B[i, i] = t and the rest of elements B[h, o] = 1−t
|Q|−1 | (b 6= o).

A list S of recorded QTCC state sequences, generated from human-robot trajectory

pairs, is used to obtain A, and I. First, each QTCC state in each sequence Si is

mapped to its index in Q. Each state sequence in S will have a class label assigned

li ∈ [1 . . . |C|], so that the list of labels will be L = (L1 . . . L|S|) and Ls is the class

label for sequence Ss. Initially, A and I are assigned uniform probabilities. Then

the recorded state sequence list S is used to model the probabilities.

ILn [Sn[1]] = ILn [Sn[1]] + 1 for n = 1 to |S|. (3.1)

ALn [Sn[q], Sn[q+1]] = ALn [Sn[q], Sn[q+1]]+1 for n = 1 to |S|, and q = 1 to |Sn|−1.

(3.2)

Finally matrix B, the matrices of A, and the vectors of I, are normalised, such that

each row sums to 1. With these HMM, QTCC sequence can be classified as the class

of the HMM that estimates the highest log-likelihood of the given sequence being
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observed (White, 2009). If the KL divergence of these log-likelihoods, normalised

to sum to 1, from a uniform distribution of the same size is greater than a given

threshold then the sequence is instead rejected.

3.4 Adapting the Classifier for Continuous Real-

time Situation Classification

For a robot to make use of the HRSI situation classifier in the field, it should sup-

port continuous real-time classification, so that predictions can be made and acted

upon quickly. This fast decision making is especially critical in HAN. To adapt the

classifier for this functionality, ‘collapsed’ QTCC sequences from both complete and

incomplete interactions must be used for its training and testing. ‘Collapsed’ se-

quences from completed interactions can be broken down into the partial sequences

that would be generated from the partial trajectories available at each stage of an in-

teraction. This can be obtained from each complete sequence by slicing the sequence

into a ‘sequence’ comprised of just the first state, then another sequence comprised

of the first and second state, another comprised of the first, second, and third, etc.

Real-time generation of QTCC sequences can be performed by generating a QTCC

sequence at a regular interval from a human and robot’s trajectories recorded since

the time the human is detected by a tracking system on the robot. A faster approach

may be taken however, that does not require the whole trajectory pair from an

incomplete interaction be processed frequently. When a human is detected an empty

list is created to contain the QTCC sequence. A QTCC state can be generated at

regular intervals from a trajectory pair of the human and robot’s movements since a

set interval of time, and appended to a list. If the state to be appended matches the

last state in the list, then the new state is not appended, achieving the same affect as

‘collapsing’ the sequence. Classification of the sequence can be performed each time

a new state is appended, resulting in a continuously updating situation classification.

The list is emptied if the human is not detected for a set time, allowing for a new

sequence for the next interaction.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 Tools Used

This section gives an overview of the hardware, software, and equipment that was

most useful and important specifically in implementing the systems described in

Chapter 3.

4.1.1 The ILIAD Pallet Truck AGV

The ILIAD project uses as its testbed a set of Linde Citi one pallet trucks, modified

to function autonomously, seen in Figure 4.1. Modifications include the addition of

a controller for the truck’s motors, and a set of sensors, connected to a PC running

Ubuntu 16.04 and ROS Kinetic. These modifications enable infrastructure-free Sim-

ultaneous Localisation And Mapping (SLAM), navigation and human and feature

detection capabilities. The ILIAD AGVs are equipped with the following sensors:

• A front-facing, 270◦, safety laser scanner from SICK, positioned just above floor

height to detect proximate people and obstacles and lock the AGV’s motors

before a collision occurs.

• A 360◦ navigation sensor from Kollmorgen, used to detect reflectors which

provide highly accurate ground-truth localisation, providing a baseline for

troubleshooting and comparative evaluation of infrastructure-free localisation.

• A 360◦ Velodyne Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) sensor providing a de-

tailed 3D representation of the AGV’s surroundings, used here for infrastructure-
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free Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) based SLAM (Stoyanov et al.,

2013).

• A front-facing Red Green Blue and Depth (RGB-D) camera. In this work its

primary use is for detection and tracking of people in front of the robot, using

the framework described in Section 4.1.2.

• A rear-facing RGB-D camera. Used in this work to detect and track people

behind the robot.

Figure 4.1: The ILIAD AGV, a Linde Citi one pallet truck, modified for autonomous
operation (Fernandez-Carmona, Parekh and Hanheide, 2019).

4.1.2 Human Position Tracking

Warehouses are a challenging scenario for people tracking (multiple occlusions, dim

lights, people sitting, kneeling, etc.), which may be a limiting factor for qualitative

HRSI analysis. The probabilistic HAN model uses human trajectories obtained with
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the real-time first-person people tracking system described in Dondrup, Bellotto,

Jovan et al., 2015. This tracking fuses data from the robot’s on-board RGB-D

camera and laser, which has a limited reach and requires extra computing power,

but does not require any sensors to be installed in the warehouse.

4.1.3 QSRlib

‘QSRlib’ (Gatsoulis et al., 2016) is a Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) lib-

rary for generating a number of different QSR representations from trajectory pairs,

including the QTCC QSR used in this research. It provides packages for Python

and for ROS, enabling QSR generation from recorded or real-time data. It also

accepts a number of arguments to adjust QSR generation, including the option to

‘collapse’ sequences, ‘validate’ sequences, essentially inserting states to ensure that

state transitions are valid according to the QSR’s Conditional Neighbourhood Dia-

gram (CND) (Van de Weghe and De Maeyer, 2005), and set the ‘quantisation factor’:

the minimum change in distance between time-steps that will be encoded as move-

ment.

4.1.4 HMMs

Lopatovský’s FOSS Python library ‘HMMs’ (Lopatovský, 2020), developed for and

described in his thesis ‘Learning Methods for Continuous-Time Hidden Markov Mod-

els’ (Lopatovský, 2017), provides functions for instantiating, training, and generating

outputs from HMMs. Though it provides functionality for Continuous-Time HMMs

(CT-HMMs), which can model transitions between states at varying continuous inter-

vals of time, the work of this thesis uses the original, and less complex Discrete-Time

HMMs (DT-HMMs). The potential benefit to multi-HMM classification performance

from using CT-HMMs, and the possible increase in computational complexity, may

be investigated in future work. With regard to computational complexity, ‘HMMs’

implements the bulk of its more demanding functionality in Cython, compiled as

opposed to being interpreted at run-time, resulting in vastly reduced execution time.

The more widely used and more recently and frequently maintained ‘hmmlearn’ was

considered. It was found that when compared to ‘HMMs’, it did not provide as
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many of the functions necessary for this work, or the ability to directly manipulate

the values of the vectors and matrices that comprise a HMM.

4.2 Overview of the Code

Excerpts of the source code are included and explained in this section for the various

components of the qualitative probabilistic HAN system developed for this thesis.

The full open-source code is available on GitHub. A hyperlink to the relevant Git-

Hub repository is included in each of this chapter’s following subsections. The code

is written in Python 3 except when it is stated otherwise. It should be noted that due

to its experimental state, the complete code may contain some unnecessary import

statements, unused variables, and ‘commented out’ lines of code. The specific ex-

cerpts included in this thesis are chosen for their particular importance to the work’s

contributions, and explained to aid in the re-use of its code and the replicability of

its experiments.

4.2.1 Clustering of QTCC Sequences from the ATC Dataset

The complete source code for this component can be found in the Jupyter (Kluyver

et al., 2016) notebook ‘QTC_C_seq_shingling_dbscan_clustering.ipynb’, available

at https://github.com/laurencejbelliott/QTC_Sequence_Clustering/blob/m

aster/QTC_C_seq_shingling_dbscan_clustering.ipynb.

def get_bigrams(string):
'''
Takes a string and returns a list of bigrams
'''
s = string.lower()
return {s[i:i+2] for i in range(len(s) - 1)}

def string_similarity(str1, str2):
'''
Perform bigram comparison between two strings
and return a percentage match in decimal form
'''
pairs1 = get_bigrams(str1)
pairs2 = get_bigrams(str2)
return (2.0 * len(pairs1 & pairs2)) / (len(pairs1) + len(pairs2))
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def string_dissimilarity(str1, str2):
return 1 - string_similarity(str1, str2)

For context, prior to this excerpt, relevant libraries, classes and functions have been

imported, pairs of “interacting” trajectories have been extracted from the ATC data-

set’s single day sample, as described in Section 3.2, and these trajectory pairs have

been converted to “collapsed” QTCC sequences, stored in the list QTC_C_seqs. The

get_bigrams function and its use in the string_similarity function constitute

an implementation of the ‘resemblance’ text similarity metric (Broder et al., 1997,

p. 1158). Credit for these functions belongs to Guanzhong Chen, who provides this

code in his answer to a request for ‘A better similarity ranking algorithm for vari-

able length strings’ on the programming question and answer website StackOver-

flow (Guanzhong Chen, 2013). Here the work for this thesis simply contributes the

string_dissimilarity function, which adapts ‘resemblance’ into a distance metric,

so that it may be used for text clustering.

def string_dissimilarity_metric(x, y):
i, j = int(x[0]), int(y[0])
dissim = string_dissimilarity(QTC_C_seqs_text[i], QTC_C_seqs_text[j])
return dissim * 100

This function adapts the string_dissimilarity function to be compatible as a

distance metric for the clustering algorithms of the scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,

2011) Python machine learning library. The returned dissimilarity is multiplied by

100, as the original range of values between 0 and 1 was too narrow, with DBSCAN

assigning all samples to the same cluster.

dbscan = DBSCAN(metric=string_dissimilarity_metric, eps=7, min_samples=4, algorithm='brute')
y_pred = dbscan.fit_predict(X)

not_noise = [i for i in range(0, len(y_pred)) if y_pred[i] != -1]

# Lower is better
print("Davies-Bouldin Index:", metrics.davies_bouldin_score(X[not_noise], y_pred[not_noise]))

An instance is created of the DBSCAN class from scikit-learn’s clustering module,

setting the parameters for the DBSCAN clustering algorithm. The distance met-

ric is set as the string_dissimilarity_metric, and the clustering is set to run
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for 7 epochs with clusters requiring a minimum of 4 samples, using brute force

computation of distances between samples: simple, effective and not too computa-

tionally expensive given the relatively small size of the QTCC sequence dataset. The

DBSCAN.fit_predict method executes clustering of the dataset, returning a list of

cluster labels with each index of a label corresponding to the index of a sample from

the dataset. Samples that aren’t rejected as noise with the label ‘-1’ are used to

calculate the Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI), a measure of similarity between clusters,

with lower scores indicating more distinct clusters (Davies and Bouldin, 1979). The

DBI was used to select the aforementioned clustering parameters, with different num-

bers of epochs and minimum samples tested but found to be less optimal. Other

clustering algorithms and distance metrics were tested, with some producing better

DBI scores, but this DBSCAN approach with the ‘resemblance’ based metric, by a

wide margin, produced the greatest number of clusters that could be distinguished

by expert human observation of plotted trajectory pairs.

4.2.2 Holdout Validation of the Multi-HMM HRSI Situ-

ation Classifier

The complete source code for this component can be found in ‘D3-3-QTC-C-HMM-

Classifier-KL-Rejection.ipynb’, available at https://github.com/laurencejbell

iott/QTCC_HRSI_HMMs/blob/master/from_bags/D3-3-QTC-C-HMM-Classifier-

KL-Rejection.ipynb.

# Configuration parameters
rejection_KL_thresh = 0.018
N_nodes = 81
random_state = 2

# Observation matrix params
prob_emission_equals_hidden = 0.95

prob_emission_not_equals_hidden = 1 - prob_emission_equals_hidden

#Trans prob matrix params
trans_prob_factor = 100

#Init prob matrix params
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init_prob_factor = 100

classes = ["PBL", "PBR", "ROTL", "ROTR", "PCL", "PCR"]

Following the import statements for the various libraries used in this notebook, the

parameters of the multi-HMM classifier are defined. Firstly the threshold value for

the KL based rejection described in Section 3.3, that each HMM in the classifier be

comprised of 81 states to represent the set of 81 possible QTCC states, and that the

outcome of Random Number Generation (RNG) be consistent across repeated exe-

cutions of the code, using the seed random_state. Then the probability of observed

states matching the true hidden state is assigned as 95%. Unfortunately the Baum-

Welch training implementation provided by the ‘HMMs’ library produced fatal errors

in the code’s execution, so instead values are simply added to the transition and prior

probability matrices of HMMs according to the occurrence of these transitions and

initial states in the training data sequences. This method of adding values was found

to be sufficient for training an accurate classifier with little training time. Initially

the value 1 was added for each transition found in the data, but it was found that

using alternate values had a positive impact on classification performance, hence the

use of the value 100. Finally a list of shorthand names for the classifier’s classes is

defined.

pass_by_l_seqs = [list(map(QTC_C_to_num, seq)) for seq in pass_by_l_seqs]

# Create transition matrix from handwritten examples of pass-by QTC-B sequences
# Defining a graph of N_nodes states
# Give low prob. to transitions not present in e.g.s
A = np.ones((N_nodes, N_nodes))
print(A.shape)

# Give frequency based probs to e.g. transitions
for seq in pass_by_l_seqs:

for i in range(0, len(seq) - 1):
print(i)
A[seq[i], seq[i + 1]] += trans_prob_factor

# normalise A (make sure probs sum up to 1)
row_sums = A.sum(axis=1)
A = A / row_sums[:, np.newaxis]

Here begins the creation of the per-situation HMMs that comprise the multi-HMM
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classifier, starting with the PBL HMM. Prior to this excerpt, lists of QTCC sequences

have been loaded for each class as training data for the classifier. These sequences

have been extracted from trajectory pairs from recorded HRSI involving the ILIAD

robot and an expert. This dataset and the way in which it was recorded is described

in Section 5.1.2. The QTC_C_to_num function, converting the standard string rep-

resentation of a QTCC state into an integer that identifies that state, is also defined

earlier in the code. This integer representation is necessitated by the ‘HMMs’ library,

as it represents each state of a HMM with a unique integer. The transition matrix

A is initialised as a matrix of ones, with the trans_prob_factor then added for

each transition present in the training data sequences. Then the transition matrix is

normalised, such that rows sum to 1, ensuring valid transition probabilities. Func-

tions with the np. prefix are called from the NumPy library (Harris et al., 2020),

which provides data structures and functions for multi-dimensional arrays, including

vectors and matrices.
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# creating observation matrix, assuming each state has ~95% prob to emit the state itself
# as observation
# (.05 / N_nodes) for all observations for numerical stability
B = (np.ones(N_nodes) * (prob_emission_not_equals_hidden / N_nodes)) +

(np.eye(N_nodes) * prob_emission_equals_hidden)

# normalise B (make sure probs sum up to 1)
row_sums = B.sum(axis=1)
B = B / row_sums[:, np.newaxis]
B_row_sums = []
for row in B:

B_row_sums.append(row.sum())

The values of the observation matrix B are assigned such that there is a prob_ c

emission_equals_hidden probability that the observed QTCC, generated from sensor

data and tracking algorithms, matches the hidden correct QTCC state. The remain-

ing probability is divided equality among the instances where the hidden state and

the observed state do not match. As with A, B is normalised so that the sum of each

of its rows is 1, resulting in valid probabilities.

# Pi is the vector of initial state probabilities.
# Using distribution present in pass-by e.g.s
Pi = (np.ones((1, N_nodes)))[0]
for seq in pass_by_r_seqs:

Pi[seq[0]] += init_prob_factor

# normalise Pi (make sure probs sum up to 1)
row_sums = Pi.sum()
Pi = Pi / row_sums

# Create HMM using the pass-by e.g. parameters
pbrHMM = hmms.DtHMM(A, B, Pi)

The vector Pi represents initial state probabilities. It is initialised as a vector of ones,

of a length equal to the number of possible QTCC states. In a similar manner to the

construction of the transition matrix, the init_prob_factor is added to elements

of the vector corresponding to initial states found in training data sequences. Pi

is then normalised to sum to 1. Finally these probabilities are used to instantiate

the HMM from the ‘HMMs’ library’s DtHMM class. This process of constructing a

situation specific HMM from a training dataset of QTCC sequences is then repeated

to create a unique HMM for each other HRSI situation class.
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def classify_QTC_seqs(e_seqs):
ll_pb_l = pblHMM.data_estimate(e_seqs)

ll_pb_r = pbrHMM.data_estimate(e_seqs)

ll_rotl = rotlHMM.data_estimate(e_seqs)

ll_rotr = rotrHMM.data_estimate(e_seqs)

ll_pcl = pclHMM.data_estimate(e_seqs)

ll_pcr = pcrHMM.data_estimate(e_seqs)

lls = [ll_pb_l, ll_pb_r, ll_rotl, ll_rotr, ll_pcl, ll_pcr]
class_id = np.argmax(lls)
KL = entropy(lls, [1/len(lls) for ll in lls])
if KL > rejection_KL_thresh:

pred = classes[class_id]
else:

pred = "rejection"
class_id = len(classes)

print("Classified as", pred)
print("KL divergence of likelihoods from uniform distribution:", KL)

return class_id

With a HMM created for each HRSI situation class, it is possible to use these

in combination to classify the HRSI situation of unseen QTCC sequences. The

typical approach to multi-HMM classification assigns to the sequence the class of

the HMM which has the highest log-likelihood of generating the sequence. This

classify_QTC_seqs function begins in such a manner, obtaining these log-likelihoods

with the data_estimate method of the DtHMM class from ‘HMMs’, and assigning the

class of the HMM with the highest “score”. Where it extends previous methods

is in it’s ability to reject any sequence that is not likely to be generated by any

of the classifier’s HMMs. The entropy function from scientific computing library

‘SciPy’ (Virtanen et al., 2020) is used to calculate the KL divergence between the

normalised set of log-likelihoods and a uniform distribution of equal length. If this

KL divergence is greater than rejection_KL_thresh, then the sequence is instead

classified as a rejection. Classification performance metrics for the classifier, trained

on demonstrations of the modelled HRSI situations recorded from an expert inter-
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acting with the ILIAD AGV, are obtained via holdout validation, testing the model’s

ability to classify the situation of unseen HRSIs recorded in a HRI study. The study,

the process of recording these interactions, and their use in evaluating the classifier

is described in greater depth in Section 5.1.

4.2.3 The Real-time Continuous HRSI Situation Classifier

The source code for this component can be found in the form of a ROS package,

available from the GitHub repository at https://github.com/laurencejbellio

tt/realtime_hrsi_situation_classifier/. The repository includes files for

importing pre-trained parameters for the classifier’s HMMs, a launch file to auto-

matically configure necessary ROS parameters for use with the ILIAD AGV and

software, and a script which performs the continuous real-time situation classific-

ation. The excerpts explained in this subsection come from that script, found at

https://github.com/laurencejbelliott/realtime_hrsi_situation_classif

ier/blob/master/scripts/realtime_sit_classifier.py.

working_dir = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__))

# Load per-situation HMMs
pblHMM = hmms.DtHMM.from_file(working_dir+"/../Models/pblHMM_k_3_hf.npz")
pbrHMM = hmms.DtHMM.from_file(working_dir+"/../Models/pbrHMM_k_3_hf.npz")
rotlHMM = hmms.DtHMM.from_file(working_dir+"/../Models/rotlHMM_k_3_hf.npz")
rotrHMM = hmms.DtHMM.from_file(working_dir+"/../Models/rotrHMM_k_3_hf.npz")
pclHMM = hmms.DtHMM.from_file(working_dir+"/../Models/pclHMM_k_3_hf.npz")
pcrHMM = hmms.DtHMM.from_file(working_dir+"/../Models/pcrHMM_k_3_hf.npz")

Following a series of import statements for the libraries used in this script, the

working_dir variable defines the path wherein the script is located. This is then

used to obtain the relative paths of the model files, and to initialise the various HMMs

comprising the multi-HMM classifier with pre-trained parameters. In the interest of

not repeating explanation of code very similar to that found in Section 4.2.2, it

should be noted that the functions that map QTCC states to integers and vice versa,

and that define the classification algorithm, are repeated in code between that of this

excerpt and the next. The only difference being that the KL divergence threshold
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value can be adjusted as a ROS parameter, avoiding the need for users to alter this

directly in the code.

ros = roslibpy.Ros(host="localhost", port=9090)

# Default topic names
robot_id = 4
qtcTopic = roslibpy.Topic(ros, "/robot"+str(robot_id)+"/qsr/qtc_c_state", "std_msgs/String")
sitTopic = roslibpy.Topic(ros, "/robot"+str(robot_id)+

"/qsr/situation_predictions", "std_msgs/String")

def get_params():
print("ROS connected:", ros.is_connected)
robot_id_param = roslibpy.Param(ros, "/QTCStatePublisherNode/robot_id")

global robot_id
global qtcTopic
global sitTopic
global rejection_KL_thresh

robot_id = robot_id_param.get()
print(str(robot_id))

rejection_thresh_param = roslibpy.Param(ros, "/robot"+str(robot_id)+
"/qsr/situation_rejection_threshold")

rejection_KL_thresh = rejection_thresh_param.get()

qtcTopic = roslibpy.Topic(ros, "/robot"+str(robot_id)+"/qsr/qtc_state", "std_msgs/String")
sitTopic = roslibpy.Topic(ros, "/robot"+str(robot_id)+

"/qsr/situation_predictions", "std_msgs/String")

print(qtcTopic.name)
print(sitTopic.name)

# Current and recent human and then robot positions and angles:
# [xh0, yh0, hh0, xh1, yh1, hh1, xr0, yr0, hr0, xr1, yr1, hr1]
qtcTopic.subscribe(lambda message: qtc_update_callback(message))

Because this script requires the use of the Python 3 exclusive ‘HMMs’ library, and

the ILIAD software stack’s ROS packages use Python 2, the ‘roslibpy’ (Gramazio

Kohler Research, 2020) library is used, as opposed to the standard ‘rospy’ (Conley

and Thomas, 2017) ROS API for Python. ‘roslibpy’ allows Python applications ex-

ternal to the ROS ecosystem to communicate with it. It sends JavaScript Object

Notation (JSON) representations of ROS commands from the application to a ‘ros-
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bridge’ (Toris et al., 2015) server via the WebSocket protocol (Fette and Melnikov,

2011), and this server interprets these and converts them into ROS commands.

This excerpt begins with a connection to ROS via the ‘rosbridge’ WebSocket server,

running on the local machine and communicating on the standard port. Defaults

are defined for the robot ID and names of ROS topics. The ILIAD project involves

fleets of robots communicating with a central coordination server, all sharing topics

via ‘rosduct’ (UTS Magic Lab, 2020), and so, topics specific to a particular robot

are namespaced using the robot’s ID number. A default ID of 4 is assigned, that of

the ILIAD AGV used as the development platform for the software in this thesis.

Then the get_params function is defined, redefining the robot ID and KL rejection

threshold according to ROS parameters, and the topic names according to the robot

ID. With qtcTopic now defined, the qtc_update_callback function is assigned to

execute when QTCC state update messages are received on this topic. The QTCC

states are generated from the robot position taken from the NDT based localisa-

tion, and the human’s position obtained using the human tracking, described in

Section 4.1.2.

ros.on_ready(get_params)
qtc_seq = []
prev_time = time.time()

def qtc_update_callback(qtc_state_msg):
global prev_time
global qtc_seq
print(qtcTopic.name)
print(sitTopic.name)

qtc_state_str = qtc_state_msg['data'].replace(",", "")
current_time = time.time()
if current_time - prev_time > 3:

qtc_seq = []
sitTopic.publish(roslibpy.Message({'data': "None"}))

if len(qtc_seq) == 0:
qtc_seq.append(qtc_state_str)

elif qtc_state_str != qtc_seq[-1]:
qtc_seq.append(qtc_state_str)
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print(qtc_seq)
sit = classify_QTC_seqs(np.array([QTC_C_seq_to_num_seq(qtc_seq)]))
print(sit, "\n")
sitTopic.publish(roslibpy.Message({'data': sit}))

prev_time = current_time

The get_params function is called once a connection to ROS has been established.

Placeholder values are assigned for the current QTCC sequence, and the timestamp

of the last QTCC state update. Then the callback function is defined, running

whenever a QTCC state is received from the qtcTopic topic. If it has been more

than 3 seconds since the last QTCC state was published, then the QTCC sequence

is defined as empty, and the situation classification is published as a rejection. Re-

peating states are avoided, as in the “collapsed” sequences used in training and

testing of the classifier on recorded data. Here this is done by appending a state

to the sequence only if the sequence is empty, or if the state does not match the

last state in the sequence. With the sequence updated, it is then classified using

the classify_QTC_seqs function described in Section 4.2.2, and this situation clas-

sification is published to sitTopic. Lastly, the timestamp of the last received QTC

state update is set to the current time.
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Chapter 5

Experimental design

5.1 Testing the HRSI Situation Classifier

5.1.1 Laboratory Setup for Recording HRSI Situations

Figure 5.1: Illustration (left) and photograph (right) of laboratory setup for recording
HRSI situations.

Examples of the HRSI situations defined in Section 3.2 were recorded in a robotics

lab at the University of Lincoln, with the interacting robot being the ILIAD AGV

described in Section 4.1.1. Learning from demonstration was performed with an ex-

pert serving as the interacting human, demonstrating expected socially legible HRSI,

with 5 of these spatial interactions recorded for each of the HRSI situations listed in

Section 3.2. The process of generating a training dataset of QTCC sequences from

these interactions, labelled according to their HRSI situation, and used for training

and parameter tuning of the multi-HMM classifier, is described in Section 5.1.2. The

procedure for enacting these HRSI situations in a replicable fashion is as follows: In

the robotics lab, coloured tape was placed on the floor, marking start and end posi-
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tions for the human and the robot, as pictured in Figure 5.1. In the diagram on the

left of Figure 5.1, arrows indicate starting positions and orientations, and crosses in-

dicate end positions. The robot follows the path from the black arrow to black cross.

When the robot begins moving it emits a click sound, which was used to signal the

human to begin their movement. The position of the robot and its nearest tracked

human position were recorded on the robot’s metric map, from when the robot be-

gins moving, to when the human reaches their end position. Human positions are

tracked within an ‘active area’ to reduce the risk of the experimenter being tracked

instead of the interacting human. This ‘active area’ is simply a rectangle enclosing

all of the start and end positions pictured in Figure 5.1, and is defined as layer of

the metric costmap used in the robot’s navigation system.

The human moves as follows for the different situations, with the robot moving from

the black arrow to the black cross in all conditions:

PBL – The human moves from the green arrow to the green cross, moving to their

left to pass the robot.

PBR – The same as PBL, but the human moves to their right to pass the robot.

ROL – The human moves from the yellow arrow to the yellow cross, moving as

slowly as possible to allow the robot to overtake at a safe speed.

ROR – The same as ROL, but the human moves from the blue arrow to the blue

cross.

PCL – The human moves from the topmost red cross to the other red cross.

PCR – The human moves from the bottom red cross to the topmost red cross.

RMSH – The human stands stationary at the yellow cross, the robot moves from

the black arrow to the black cross.

5.1.2 Training dataset

To train the multi-HMM classifier, 35 interactions were recorded between a robotics

expert and the robot for each of the 6 situation classes of Section 5.1.1, and 15
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interactions for the rejection situation RMSH. A total of 225 HRSI. The multi-HMM

classifier’s HMM was created using the process described in Section 3.3, using QTCC

sequences generated from human and robot trajectories using QSRlib Gatsoulis et

al., 2016. QSRlib’s ‘collapse’ feature was used when generating the QTCC sequences

from HRSI, to remove repeating states, reducing the variance between sequences

from HRSI of differing length. 3-fold CV was used for preliminary estimation of

the classifier’s performance, to measure the likely impact of changes to the model’s

parameters and design, when it was in development, on its ability to classify HRSI

situations beyond those recorded in this training dataset.

5.1.3 Test dataset

To test the ability of the multi-HMM classifier to classify the situation of previously

unseen HRSI between the robot and non-experts of varied age, gender and cultural

background, a HRI study was conducted. A paper on this study was presented at

the 21st Towards Autonomous Robotic Systems Conference (TAROS) conference

in Nottingham, UK (Roberts-Elliott, Fernandez-Carmona and Hanheide, 2020). In

this repeated measures study, each of a group of 11 participants enacted each one

of the HRSI situations defined in Section 3.2 once using the methods described

in Section 5.1.1. These situations were enacted in a randomised order, with each

participant also performing 1 of a set of 5 rejection situations, chosen at random. It

was realised in hindsight that only 1 of these situations, RMSH, would need to be

rejected by the classifier as the others did not involve the robot moving, and so could

be handled by only running the HRSI classifier while the robot is moving or planning

its movement. Thus with 11 participants, a total of 66 interactions were recorded,

unfortunately only including two RMSH interactions due to the aforementioned issue.

Two recordings of other modelled situations were discarded due to experimenter

errors in the recording process. The multi-HMM classifier was trained using QTCC

sequences from the training set, and its performance was evaluated in classifying the

HRSI situation of QTCC sequences from the study’s HRSI. Training of the classifier

took only 50 ms to execute. Each classification took 60 ms to execute on average.

The number of interactions recorded per class is detailed in the study’s confusion
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matrix in Figure 6.1, which has its statistics and performance metrics explained in

Section 6.1.

5.2 Testing the Continuous Real-time Situation

Classifier

Shortly after the HRI study described in Section 5.1 was conducted, in response to

the developing COVID-19 crisis, the government of the UK placed restrictions on

international travel and required people to “stay at home, except for very limited

purposes” (Great Britain and Cabinet Office, 2020). Unfortunately, this meant that

a planned visit to ILIAD partner Örebro University in Sweden had to be cancelled.

This visit would have involved days of close collaboration between ILIAD colleagues,

from the University of Lincoln, and Örebro University, focused on rapid development

and testing of components of the ILIAD safety stack, as well as the stack itself.

Due to the extended impact of the global pandemic on the safety and ethics of such

research, there has been no opportunity to conduct further studies for this work

involving human participants. Attempts to use the multi-HMM classifier from Sec-

tion 5.1 to classify the situation of QTCC sequences generated from HRSI simulated

in Gazebo (Koenig and Howard, 2004) showed very underwhelming performance.

The same was found when attempting to use these simulated interactions as training

data, and testing classification using the interactions recorded with participants in

the HRI study. This indicates that the simulation would not provide a close enough

substitute for laboratory conditions, or those found in the field for that matter. This

could be due in part to the lack of error in the simulated human tracking.

Simulation of HRSI did not appear to be adequately representative of real HRSI,

so the interactions of participants in the already conducted HRI study were re-

used. From the ‘rosbags’ (Tim Field et al., 2020) recorded in the study, QTCC

trajectory pairs were resampled at a higher frequency of 10Hz, to better capture faster

human movement. From these trajectory pairs, QTCC sequences were generated,

and decomposed into partial sequences using the process described in Section 3.4.
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It is thought that these partial sequences QTCC should reflect sequences taken at

various stages of an ongoing interaction, and so the ability to accurately classify them

indicates the model’s applicability for continuous real-time classification. Using these

high-frequency partial and complete QTCC sequences from HRSI situations enacted

by the HRI study’s participants, 3-fold CV was performed. Compared to holdout

validation, this validation method provides a more robust estimate of a classifier’s

ability to generalise to real-world data when applied to small data sets, such as that

of the study (Bengio and Grandvalet, 2004).

5.3 Baseline HRSI Situation Classification

5.3.1 Selecting a Baseline Sequence Classifier

There are a variety of effective existing methods for sequence classification, including

Recurrent Neural Network methods such as Long-Short Term Memory architecture,

or linear models such as Support Vector Machines. While impressive performance

has been demonstrated for these methods in literature, there are few off-the-shelf

implementations for sequence classification that can be readily used as a baseline to

demonstrate significant and competitive classifier performance. There are however a

number of FOSS classifiers for natural language text classification. Natural Language

Processing (NLP) classification models have been shown to offer state-of-the-art

performance even when applied to classification of sequence text data that is not

natural language, such as malware classification using NLP methods to analyse API

calls (Tran and Sato, 2017) or opcodes (Yewale and Singh, 2016). As shown by the

clustering in Section 3.2, QTCC sequences can be represented as strings, and input

to a machine learning model that expects text data.

A popular contemporary baseline text classification model is fastText (Joulin et al.,

2016), developed by researchers at Facebook. It is a linear classifier designed for fast

training and ease-of-use via a simple API. It uses a rank constraint to avoid an issue

common to linear classifiers, that they otherwise do not share parameters between

features and classes. It also averages word features to enable faster convergence
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in training. Despite it being simpler and having far lower computational costs in

comparison to neural network approaches, it still competes with the state-of-the-art

among these such as Tagspace (Weston, Chopra and Adams, 2014). In this section

the fastText classifier is trained and tested for classification of the HRSI situation of

QTCC sequences generated from recordings of HRSI described in Section 5.1.1, to

serve as a baseline against which the performance of this work’s multi-HMM classifier

will be compared. The code written for data cleaning, as well as training and testing

of the fastText model for HRSI situation classification is FOSS with a permissive

MIT license and publicly available at https://github.com/laurencejbelliott/f

asttext_QTC_C_seq_classification/tree/master.

5.3.2 Data Cleaning and Preparation

The training dataset, and test dataset from the work detailed in Sections 5.1.2

and 5.1.3 respectively were imported into a Python script, https://github.c

om/laurencejbelliott/fasttext_QTC_C_seq_classification/blob/master/

full_QTC_C_seq_data_cleaning.py, as dictionaries loaded using Pickle, having

previously been saved using the pickle.dump method and uploaded publicly to the

GitHub repository https://github.com/laurencejbelliott/QTCC_HRSI_HMMs.

Unnecessary characters, “‘”, “,”, “[”, and “]”, were then removed from strings that

were obtained from casting the lists of QTCC sequences from the dictionaries as

strings, so that in these QTCC sequence strings only QTC states separated by a

single space remained. This was intended to enable more accurate classification by

preventing the model from learning any unimportant patterns in the arrangement of

these characters.

fastText is programmed to accept datasets in a unique format. This format requires

that each sample text sequence in a dataset comprises its own line in a ‘.txt’ file,

with each word separated by a space, and each line prefixed with the label of the

sample to enable supervised learning in the case of training data, or evaluation of

classification performance in the case of test data. This label prefix is expected in the

format __label__class, with the class label of sample replacing the text ‘class’. The

datasets as dictionaries are converted into this format by iterating through their keys,
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which serve as HRSI situation class labels, and each have as their value an associated

list of QTCC sequences. For each class, each of these sequences is written as a line

in a ‘.txt’ file, prefixed with their corresponding class label in the format required by

fastText.

5.3.3 Classifying Complete Sequences with Holdout Valida-

tion

With the training and test data cleaned and prepared for fastText, the training

dataset, comprised of QTCC sequences abstracted from trajectory pairs recorded

from socially normative expert demonstrations of HRSI situations, is used to train

the model with a simple one-line call passing the path of the training data ‘.txt’

file to the fasttext.train_supervised method. The learning rate and number of

epochs were manually tuned, to 0.1 and 500 respectively, through several reruns of

training through which each parameter was varied to find a combination that best

minimised the training loss.

Holdout validation was performed using the test data described in Section 5.1.3,

cleaned and prepared in the appropriate format for fastText. Evaluating the model

with this test data was achieved by simply passing the path of test set’s ‘.txt’ file

to the model’s test_label method, returning a dictionary of per-class classification

performance metrics. These results can be found in Section 6.3.1, along with analysis

of how this model compares with the multi-HMM classifier trained and tested on

the same data as described in Section 5.1.3. Code for this holdout validation of

fastText classifying the HRSI situation of QTCC sequences can be found at https:

//github.com/laurencejbelliott/fasttext_QTC_C_seq_classification/blob

/master/full_QTC_C_seq_classification.py.

5.3.4 Classifying High Frequency Partial Sequences with 3-

fold Cross-Validation

As in Section 5.2, 3-fold CV is performed using QTCC sequences generated from

the test dataset’s trajectory pairs resampled at 10Hz, and broken down into partial
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sequences using the process outlined in Section 3.4. These partial QTCC sequences

are analogous to QTCC sequences that would be generated from trajectory pairs

tracked from the start of a case of HRSI, up to a point in time when the interaction

is still ongoing. Such sequences are generated by the real-time continuous HRSI

situation classifier which has its implementation described in Section 4.2.3. QTCC

sequences analogous to those generated by the real-time classifier were used for cross-

validation because restrictions on human-involved research due to COVID-19 prevent

an additional study from being conducted which planned to test the performance

of the real-time HRSI situation classifier or real-time application of the fastText

classifier directly.

The unfortunately cancelled study testing real-time HRSI situation classification

would have had HRSI situations enacted by the ILIAD AGV and human participants

using the same laboratory setup and methodology described in Section 5.1.1, but with

QTCC sequences generated and classified in real-time, in one condition by the real-

time HRSI situation detailed in Section 4.2.3, or in another condition by fastText

trained on the sequences obtained in the study described in Section 5.1.3, classifying

the HRSI situation each time a new state is added to the current QTCC sequence.

3-fold CV is used to evaluate fastText’s classification performance using the same

data as was provided for the 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier

noted in Section 5.2. This allows the results of this 3-fold CV of fastText for HRSI

situation classification, given in Section 6.3.2, to serve as a baseline against which to

compare the results of 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier.
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Chapter 6

Results and Analysis

6.1 Testing the HRSI Situation Classifier

Figure 6.1: Confusion matrix for holdout validation of the multi-HMM classifier
using QTCC sequences from study HRSIs as test data.

Figure 6.1 is a confusion matrix containing metrics of the performance of the classifier

at predicting the HRSI situation from QTCC sequences in the test set described in
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Section 5.1.3, trained on sequences from the training set described in Section 5.1.2.

The cells of the confusion matrix with a green or pale red background contain the

count of classifications for the predicted class and actual class given by the cell’s row

and column respectively. Below each of these counts is the count as a percentage of

the total number of classifications. The rightmost column of the matrix contains, in

this order, the count of QTCC sequences classified as the row’s class, and the precision

and False Positive Rate of classifications of the row’s class. The bottom row of the

matrix contains, in this order, the count of QTCC sequences that are labelled with

the column’s class, and the recall and False Negative Rate of classifications of the

column’s class. The bottom-right cell contains, in this order, the total count of all

classifications, the overall accuracy, and the overall misclassification rate.

The classifier’s overall accuracy is high at 95.45%, as it must be to serve as a com-

ponent of the safety focused HAN approach to be developed in future work for the

ILIAD safety stack. The ability of the qualitative probabilistic model to accurately

classify HRSI with 11 non-experts, trained on HRSI with 1 robotics expert, demon-

strates the benefit of abstracting HRSI to a qualitative description. It should be

noted that while no rejection situations were misclassified, the precision of rejections

is relatively low at 66.67%. This could be due to the small number of RMSH in-

teractions recorded in the study, as explained in Section 5.1.3, as 3-fold CV using

the training dataset with its 15 RMSH interactions showed much higher rejection

precision at 78.95%. Despite this, the macro averaged precision of the classifier is

still very high at 92.75%, demonstrating that it is much less likely to confuse any of

the other 6 classes, with precision and recall > 90% for all of these classes. The F1

score, a harmonic mean of precision and recall is calculated per-class, an indication

of combined performance in both of these metrics. The macro average, calculated

for each metric as the average across all classes, is used to measure the performance

of the model as a whole. The macro averaged F1 score of 0.9379 comes out slightly

lower than the accuracy measured at 0.9545. This indicates that the macro averaged

F1 score better reflects the general performance of the classifier, better accounting

for the poor rejection precision. These F1 scores and macro averages can be seen in

Table 6.1.
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Class Precision Recall F1 Score
PBL 0.9091 0.9091 0.9091
PBR 1.0000 0.9091 0.9524
ROTL 0.9167 1.0000 0.9565
ROTR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCR 1.0000 0.9000 0.9474
Rejection 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000
Macro Average 0.9275 0.9597 0.9379

Table 6.1: Performance metrics for holdout validation of the multi-HMM HRSI situ-
ation classifier.

The classifier is able to identify an interaction from a QTC sequence in less than

100ms. Each QTC state in the system is obtained almost instantaneously given

current robot and human positions, which means that the limiting factor in the

speed of the continuous real-time classification pipeline is the human tracking. The

current tracker (Dondrup, Bellotto, Jovan et al., 2015) has an average rate of 25Hz

which sufficiently accounts for socially normative human behaviours and speeds, e.g.

the mean human speed of 0.58 m/s and maximum robot speed of 0.91 m/s recorded

in the study described in Section 5.1.3. The maximum human speed was recorded at

2.28 m/s, close to jogging speed, but these high speeds are not represented frequently

in the study’s data.

6.2 Testing the Continuous Real-time Situation

Classifier

Here, the results are presented for the 3-fold CV of partial and complete QTCC

generated from trajectory pairs quantised at a frequency of 10Hz, higher than used

for the holdout validation. As with the holdout validation, the results are shown

via a confusion matrix, Figure 6.2, and a table of classification performance metrics:

Table 6.2. As explained in Section 5.2, the sequences used for training and testing in

this CV are expected to be more representative of those that would be generated by

the continuous real-time classifier described in Section 3.4. When comparing these

results with those attained for the holdout validation using only complete QTCC
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Figure 6.2: Confusion matrix for 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM classifier using the
higher frequency partial and complete QTCC sequences from study HRSIs.

from trajectory pairs quantised at a lower frequency, the high frequency partial

QTCC sequences model shows generally superior classification performance across a

breadth of metrics.

The most significant flaw of the former model, poor rejection precision, is improved

upon, with the newer model achieving the maximum possible precision for the re-

jection class. This is likely a result of the use of partial sequences, combined with

3-fold CV. These combine to result in both an increased number of training samples,

which were limited for unmodelled situations, and in a more robust estimation of

in-the-field performance given the small dataset. While some classes show lower res-

ults for precision or recall than the older model, such as the lower precision for the

‘PBL’ situation, greater F1 scores are attained for most classes, indicating a better
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balance of high recall and precision. All of the macro averaged metrics are higher

for this newer model, suggesting improved classification performance overall.

Class Precision Recall F1 Score
PBL 0.7812 0.8621 0.8197
PBR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ROTL 0.9778 0.9778 0.9778
ROTR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCR 0.8696 1.0000 0.9303
Rejection 1.0000 0.9130 0.9545
Macro Average 0.9469 0.9647 0.9546

Table 6.2: Performance metrics for 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM HRSI situation
classifier using the higher frequency partial and complete QTCC sequences from
study HRSIs.

6.3 Baseline HRSI Situation Classification

6.3.1 Classifying Complete Sequences with Holdout Valida-

tion

Table 6.3 shows the results of holdout validation of fastText, training the model

with the training dataset of QTCC sequences from expert demonstrations of socially

legible HRSI, described in Section 5.1.2. The performance of the trained fastText

model was then evaluated in its ability to classify the HRSI situation of QTCC se-

quences from test dataset, detailed in Section 5.1.3. The same test and training

datasets, and holdout validation are used here as those used to evaluate this work’s

novel multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier in Section 5.1.3. This allows the classific-

ation performance of fastText and the multi-HMM classifier to be directly compared,

hence the inclusion of the results from validation of both models in Table 6.3, with

the best results per-class between the two models in bold to aid comparison. Overall

and per-class accuracy are not reported here, as fastText only reports its perform-

ance with per-class the metrics precision, recall, and F1 Score. The macro average

of these scores across all classes, including rejection is used to represent each model’s

general classification performance.
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Classification Model Class Precision Recall F1 Score
fastText PBL 0.5000 0.3636 0.4211

PBR 0.3462 0.8182 0.4865
ROTL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ROTR 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PCL 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PCR 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Rejection 1.0000 0.7273 0.8421
Macro Average 0.2637 0.2727 0.2499

Multi-HMM HRSI Situation Classifier PBL 0.9091 0.9091 0.9091
PBR 1.0000 0.9091 0.9524
ROTL 0.9167 1.0000 0.9565
ROTR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCR 1.0000 0.9000 0.9474
Rejection 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000
Macro Average 0.9275 0.9597 0.9379

Table 6.3: Performance metrics for holdout validation of fastText as a baseline HRSI
situation classifier, and the performance metrics for holdout validation of the multi-
HMM HRSI situation classifier, repeated from Table 6.1 for ease of comparison. The
highest score between models for each class is emphasised in bold.

In all general performance metrics, and most per-class metrics, the multi-HMM HRSI

situation classifier developed in this work outperforms fastText very significantly. We

can see that for the classes ROTL, ROTR, PCL, and PCR, not a single sequence from

the test dataset was predicted correctly by fastText. The only class which fastText

predicted with better performance by some metrics was “rejection”, with the highest

possible precision score of 1, significantly higher than the rejection precision of 0.6667

for the multi-HMM model. The rejection recall of fastText is also high at 0.7273,

and while the other model scores higher here with a rejection precision of 1, fastText

has the higher F1 score for rejection, considered a more robust performance metric

than either precision or recall taken on their own, as the F1 score combines both

of these metrics as their harmonic mean. fastText’s recall score for the PBR class,

while slightly lower than our model’s score of 0.9091, is quite high at 0.8182. It can

however be seen that fastText’s precision for PBR is poor at 0.3462, indicating that

while the model can quite reliably make correct predictions when presented with

PBR sequences, it is also quite prone to misclassifiying sequences belonging to other

classes as being PBR sequences.
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While overall performance is poor, fastText showed competitive performance in some

per-class metrics. The higher F1 score for fastText’s rejection was learned, like any

other class in this holdout validation, from expert demonstrations, as fastText does

not otherwise have a mechanism for rejecting input that is unlikely to belong to

any modelled class, unlike the multi-HMM classifier. This might suggest that the

higher rejection performance of fastText can be explained by the occurrence of the

QTCC states ‘0-0+’, ‘0+0+’, and ‘0000’ within the rejection sequences. These states

are only observed in these rejection sequences, and so fastText can model this as

it observes examples of these sequences in its training data to learn what patterns

differentiate them. While the multi-HMM classifier does not reject sequences using

patterns learned from examples, and so performs slightly worse than fastText in this

holdout validation, it should theoretically be more robust when rejecting situations

that aren’t represented in training data. This is is shown by the multi-HMM clas-

sifier’s ability to achieve impressive scores above 0.9 across all metrics of rejection

performance, and the highest possible recall score of 1, significantly higher than fast-

Text’s rejection recall of 0.6667, while not training any of its HMMs on examples of

rejection situations.

6.3.2 Classifying High Frequency Partial Sequences with 3-

fold Cross-Validation

fastText shows much more competitive performance at HRSI situation classification

in the results of 3-fold CV, noted in Table 6.2, using partial and complete sequences

generated from the trajectory pairs recorded in the study detailed in Section 5.1.3,

resampled at a higher frequency of 10Hz, as in the 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM

situation classifier explained in Section 5.2. Again, when comparing to 3-fold CV of

the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier using the same dataset, fastText achieves

a higher F1 score of 0.9548 for the rejection class, though its lead is marginal with

the multi-HMM classifier’s F1 score for rejection only 0.0003 lower at 0.9545. For

the classes ROTR and PCL, both models achieve the maximum possible value of 1

for all metrics. The multi-HMM classifier also attains scores of 1 for all metrics for
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Classification Model Class Precision Recall F1 Score
fastText PBL 0.7980 0.7963 0.7930

PBR 0.9630 1.0000 0.9804
ROTL 0.8737 0.8667 0.8677
ROTR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCR 0.7694 0.7540 0.7556
Rejection 0.9630 0.9524 0.9548
Macro Average 0.9096 0.9099 0.9073

Multi-HMM HRSI Situation Classifier PBL 0.7812 0.8621 0.8197
PBR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ROTL 0.9778 0.9778 0.9778
ROTR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCL 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
PCR 0.8696 1.0000 0.9303
Rejection 1.0000 0.9130 0.9545
Macro Average 0.9469 0.9647 0.9546

Table 6.4: Performance metrics for 3-fold CV of fastText as a baseline HRSI situation
classifier, using the higher frequency partial and complete QTCC sequences from
study HRSIs. The performance metrics from 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM HRSI
situation classifier are repeated here from Table 6.2 for ease of comparison. The
highest score between models for each class is emphasised in bold.

the PBR class, while fastText scores high for this same class, matching the other

model for PBR recall, and scoring a close 0.9630 precision, and 0.9804 F1 score.

The overall performance of fastText is dramatically higher in this 3-fold CV than

in the holdout validation, demonstrated by every one of its metrics macro aver-

aged across classes scoring above 0.9, with precision at 0.9096, recall at 0.9099, and

F1 score at 0.9073. While this general performance is much more impressive and

competitive with the multi-HMM classifier, the classifier developed in this work sig-

nificantly outperforms fastText in general, shown by its consistently higher macro

averaged classification metrics, with precision at 0.9469, recall at 0.9647, and F1

score at 0.9546. Despite this, fastText does exceed the multi-HMM in its precision

when classifying PBL sequences, scoring 0.7980, higher than the other classifier’s

PBL precision of 0.7812, though only by 0.0168. The multi-HMM classifier’s PBL

recall is significantly higher, at 0.8621, than fastText’s at 0.7963, resulting in a higher

F1 score of 0.8197 compared to fastText’s PBL F1 score of 0.7930, indicating more
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robust performance from the multi-HMM classifier when classifying sequences as

PBL.

While the multi-HMM classifier is shown to perform better overall. These results of

3-fold CV of fastText show a dramatic increase in overall classification performance of

fastText when compared to the results of the holdout validation in Section 6.3.1. This

may suggest an explanation for the multi-HMM classifier in the holdout validation

being better able to classify the longer QTCC sequences generated from trajectory

pairs of complete recordings of HRSI. This could be due to the HMMs of the multi-

HMM classifier modelling probable transitions between states in a sequence over

time as a consequence of their design. This avoids the need for training data which

contains multiple versions of the same sequence, each cut short at a different point

in time to exemplify their temporality explicitly, as may be required for the same

information to be modelled by other sequence classifiers such as fastText.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

The research questions stated in the introduction of this thesis, Chapter 1, have

been largely addressed by the work discussed and presented in the sections preced-

ing it. In response to the question “Can qualitative representations of human-robot

trajectory pairs be used as data to train and test an accurate classifier of HRSI situ-

ation?”: The study outlined in Section 5.1 demonstrated that this is possible, firstly

with the holdout validation of the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier, described

in Section 5.1.3, and its results reported in Section 6.1. fastText achieving impress-

ive classification performance in 3-fold CV, trained on partial and complete QTCC

sequences generated from HRSI as described in 5.3.4, shows that qualitative QTCC

representations of human-robot trajectory pairs can be used to train an accurate

classifier of HRSI situation. This is true even when this classifier is not specifically

designed to intuitively model QTCC sequences, such as in the way that HMMs are

suited to model such chronological sequences of states.

fastText is intended as an NLP model, and so is designed to classify natural language

texts. That it can distinguish between these QTCC sequences so accurately indicates

the benefit of abstracting to QTCC from the continuous numerical values of the

original trajectory pairs, which dramatically reduces the variability of the information

given to the model for each discrete moment of time in the interaction. It is doubtful

that similar accuracy would be attainable with fastText or with the multi-HMM

classifier for that matter, without such abstraction. Without the abstraction of
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trajectory pairs provided by QTCC, more complex classification models such as a

deep neural network model may be necessary, potentially losing the benefits of the

computational efficiency and interpretability of the simpler models tested in this

work.

To address the question “Can a set of qualitative probabilistic models be created

for a set of common HRSI situations and combined to form an accurate classifier of

HRSI situation?”, a process for creating a set of probabilistic models, i.e. HMMs,

each modelling one of a set of common HRSI situations, is described in Section 3.3.

The accuracy of the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier comprised of these per-

situation HMMs is best demonstrated in the 3-fold CV described in Section 5.2, with

its results including a very high accuracy of 95.56% in Section 6.1.

In answer to both of the questions “Can HRSI situation classification be performed

continuously during HRSI?”, and “Can continuous real-time HRSI situation classific-

ation be performed accurately at all stages of the interaction?”: A system is proposed

for classifying the HRSI situation of a proximate human and robot continuously in

real-time during HRSI in Section 3.4, and an implementation of this is detailed in

Section 4.2.3. Unfortunately, due to restrictions from conducting research involving

human participants due to risks presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, a systematic

testing of this real-time HRSI situation classification as implemented in Section 4.2.3

was not possible.

It is however demonstrated that the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier can ac-

curately classify sequences analogous to those that are generated in real-time by the

continuous HRSI classifier implementation. These sequences are obtained from the

QTCC sequences generated from trajectory pairs recorded from HRSI involving the

ILIAD AGV and participants of the HRI study described in Section 5.1.3. The se-

quences are sliced into all of their possible subsequences, to recreate the incomplete

sequences that would be seen at different points in time during an instance of HRSI,

with real-time generation of QTCC sequences. This process is described in more

detail in Section 3.4. These partial sequences, as well as the original complete se-

quences, were used for 3-fold CV of the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier, which
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resulted in an overall accuracy of 95.56%, and a macro averaged F1 score of 0.9546.

Such strong performance of the classifier when classifying sequences analogous to

those that would be classified by the continuous real-time time HRSI situation clas-

sifier suggests that similar performance can be expected if the real-time classifier is

tested in future work.

The alternate hypothesis tested in this research, “a novel multi-HMM classifier de-

veloped in this work can achieve a macro average F1 score ≥ 0.9 in classification of

the HRSI situation of qualitative representations of trajectory pairs from a proxim-

ate human and heavy industrial robot moving through a shared space.”, has been

verified in the results presented in Chapter 6. The F1 score for the novel multi-HMM

HRSI situation classifier is greater than 0.9 in the results of holdout validation, seen

in Section 6.1, and in the results of 3-fold CV, seen in Section 6.2. These results also

nullify the null hypothesis: “for this same classification task, the novel multi-HMM

classifier will have a macro average F1 score < 0.9.”. The overall performance of the

classifier is high, even compared to the quite impressive results of fastText trained

and tested on the same data, especially when classifying QTCC sequences that are

representative of those that would be observed in a real-time system. This indicates

that the work of this thesis has some interesting potential consequences for wider

HAN research, and for industry adoption of collaborative industrial robots that can

safely sharing an environment with humans.

As discussed at the end of Chapter 2, ‘Related Work’, there is an under-explored

area in HAN research: HAN for heavy industrial mobile robots. The scarce research

that does explore this typically bases their HAN approach on socially normative

interactions between humans, ignoring the differences in people’s interactions with

heavy industrial robots, which are typically perceived as more threatening. The work

of this thesis demonstrates that models of HRSI can be effectively built directly from

data recorded from interactions between humans and industrial robots.

Another issue seen in these HAN approaches for industrial robots is that the ap-

proaches are not demonstrated using the kinds of large heavy industrial robots that

they are designed to account for, instead using social robot platforms that are in-
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tended for much closer interaction with less perceived danger. As a fortunate con-

sequence of the ILIAD project, a more appropriate robotic platform is available to

researchers on said project, the ILIAD AGV. ILIAD colleagues are employing this

work’s multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier, readily trained to recognise socially

legible situations of HRSI involving the heavy industrial robot platform that is the

ILIAD AGV, to apply situation appropriate qualitative constraints to the robot’s

motion to form a novel HAN system for warehouse robots, and serve as part of the

ILIAD safety stack, this and other future work is discussed in Section 7.2.

This work serves as a component of, and step towards, the safe co-working of

autonomous warehouse robots, and warehouse operatives, which the ILIAD safety

stack aims to enable. When the challenge of HAN for robots in shared warehouse

environments is addressed more completely, it will serve to democratise the use of

robots in the logistics industry, requiring no expensive additional infrastructure, and

lowering the cost barrier by enabling and supporting human warehouse operatives

continuing their work, and not requiring companies to re-skill them as they might be

inclined to if replacing their labour with a fully automated warehouse environment.

There may be unexplored industrial applications for the multi-HMM HRSI situation

classifier developed in this work. An example could be using the model’s rejection of

QTCC sequences that do not resemble any of the modelled socially normative HRSI

situations to prompt a warehouse robot to record a short video of any interaction

with a warehouse operative where the HRSI situation is largely rejected as not mod-

elled. This video could then be investigated, manually or by an automated system,

as a potential breach of health and safety procedure by the interacting warehouse

operative, such as running in an area where a maximum speed is mandated, or a

potential failure or fault of the robot.

7.2 Future Work

Colleagues in the ILIAD project, including those at Örebro University, are working

towards testing a HAN approach that uses the multi-HMM HRSI situation classifier

developed in this work to select situation appropriate qualitative constraints to robot
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motion. The qualitative motion constraints are to be applied as costs in the ILIAD

motion planner’s local costmap, with the intention of producing socially legible HRSI.

In this testing, metrics of socially legibility will be recorded such as the minimum

distance between the human and robot. This testing was originally intended to be

part of the work of this thesis, but this was not possible due to restrictions on human-

involved studies introduced in response by the global COVID-19 pandemic. As well

as testing this qualitative HAN system, they will be testing its integration in the

ILIAD safety stack, in simulation, and in laboratory conditions with a small number

of researchers interacting with the robot. If there is not too much further disruption,

the project looks to demonstrate the safety stack and other ILIAD technologies at

a real warehouse belonging to Orkla Foods, with ILIAD AGVs operating alongside

warehouse workers.

Beyond this testing of the complete qualitative HAN system, the real-time continu-

ous HRSI situation classification system could be extended to account for multiple

humans, simultaneously generating multiple QTCC sequences from the trajectories

of the robot and each interacting person, classifying each as new states are appended.

Multiple qualitative constraints could be applied as a union of constraints generated

for each sequence and interacting person. A more robust people tracking system,

such as that of Linder et al., 2016, capable of tracking humans with less error and

at higher speeds, may allow human tracking accuracy to closer resemble the ground

truth positions used in simulation, enabling models trained on synthetic interactions

to better generalise to the real world.

QTC formulations could be considered that include speeds in their state description,

and more HRSI examples with fast human movement may be recorded, all to better

account for fast or varied speeds. The DT-HMMs used in this work could be replaced

with CT-HMMs, which better describe sequences where states are observed at ir-

regular intervals of time (Liu et al., 2015). To allow more explicit communication

of the robot’s navigation intent, and understanding of the current HRSI situation,

qualitative constraint cost-maps could be projected on the floor proximate to the

robot, using an approach similar to that of Chadalavada et al., 2015. All of these

potentialities offer the possibility to extend the work of this thesis to identify, and
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allow an industrial robot to react to, a greater variety of situations, including edge

cases of HRSI that are not socially normative.
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Appendix A
Source Code for the Quantitative
Motion Constraint Cost-map Update
Function

def get_map_update(self):
#rospy.loginfo("["+rospy.get_name()+"] " + "Situation: " + str(self.situation))
# timestamping ...
self.update.header.seq = self.update.header.seq + 1
self.update.header.stamp = rospy.Time.now()
with self.lock:

if (not self.local_human_pose == None) and (not self.local_robot_pose == None):
now = rospy.Time.now()
# ............................

# get human pose and cell
xh = self.local_human_pose.pose.position.x
yh = self.local_human_pose.pose.position.y
ah = self.get_rotation(self.local_human_pose.pose.orientation)
# there is a lot of error in estimations of human orientation.
# This may be noisy ...!

#(ih,jh,valid) = self.pose2cell(xh,yh)

# get robot position
xr = self.local_robot_pose.pose.position.x
yr = self.local_robot_pose.pose.position.y
ar = self.get_rotation(self.local_robot_pose.pose.orientation)

# clear "canvas"
self.update.data = np.zeros(self.update.width * self.update.height)

# this is human cell pose, relative to update grid
# ih = ih - self.update.x
# jh = jh - self.update.y

# this creates a square around human
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# for i in range(0,update.width):
# for j in range(0,update.height):
# k = self.linIndex0(i,j, update.width)
# if (abs(ih-i)<int(update.width/20)) and (abs(jh-j)<int(update.height/20)):
# update.data[k] = 100

# distance to human in each cell

dh = np.sqrt(np.power(self.xx-xh,2)+np.power(self.yy-yh,2))

# distance to robotin each cell
dr = np.sqrt(np.power(self.xx-xr,2)+np.power(self.yy-yr,2))

# angle between human and any point
ahp = np.arctan2(self.yy - yh, self.xx - xh)
# # angle between robot and any point
# arp = np.arctan2(yy-yr,xx-xr)
# # angle between human and robot
ahr = np.arctan2(yh-yr,xh-xr)
# # angle between human robot and any point
# arg = (arp - ahr)
# # using that aproach we had some rounding errors
# # this is the same as above, but avoiding computing two arctans
(a1, a2) = (self.yy-yr,self.xx-xr)
(b1, b2) = (yh-yr,xh-xr)
arg = np.arctan2( a2*b1 - a1*b2, a1*b1+a2*b2 )

# angle cost
ca = np.exp(-np.power(4*arg,2))

# distance cost
cd = np.exp(-np.power(0.75*(dh),2))

# remap costs
ca = np.interp(ca, (ca.min(), ca.max()), (0, 1))
cd = np.interp(cd, (cd.min(), cd.max()), (0, 1))

# combine costs
c_no_sit = ca * cd

# remap 0-100
c_no_sit = np.interp(c_no_sit, (c_no_sit.min(), c_no_sit.max()), (0, 100))

if self.situation == None:
c = c_no_sit

else:
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if self.situation in ["PBL", "ROL", "PCL"]:
# allow left side of human ...
lower_angle_lim = 0
upper_angle_lim = np.pi

elif self.situation in ["PBR", "ROR", "PCR"]:
# allow right side of human ...
lower_angle_lim = np.pi
upper_angle_lim = 2.0*np.pi

# human orientation is in -pi,pi range...
angle_rel = np.mod(ahp - np.mod(ahr , 2*np.pi), 2*np.pi )
c = c_no_sit
forbid_indexes = (angle_rel <= lower_angle_lim ) | (angle_rel >= upper_angle_lim)
#c[ forbid_indexes ] = 100

# cd_strong = np.exp(-np.power(0.01*(dh),2))
cd_strong = np.exp(-np.power(0.3*(dh),2))
cd_strong = np.interp(cd_strong, (cd_strong.min(), cd_strong.max()), (0, 100 ))
c[ forbid_indexes ] = cd_strong[forbid_indexes]

# avoid overlapping costs over the robot
robot_polygon = self.getRobotPolyAt(xr,yr,ar)
grid = robot_polygon.contains_points(self.grid_points)
# now you have a mask with points inside a polygon
mask = grid.reshape(self.update.height,self.update.width)
c[mask] = 0

self.update.data = c.flatten(order='C')

# mark margins
# self.update.data[0] = 100
# self.update.data[update.width*update.height-1] = 100

# ..........................................
dur = rospy.Time.now() - now
rospy.logdebug_throttle(5,"Node [" + rospy.get_name() + "] " +

"Map update built in (" + str(dur.to_sec()) + ") secs"
)

# always send update, even if it's emtpy
return self.update
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